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1. fejezet - Programming 
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Dr. Gábor Kusper 
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1.  Introduction 

The programming technologies could be called high-level programming III., as this is the course where we 

deepen the knowledge about object oriented programming we got in high-level programming II. We learnt what 

a class, an interface is, what is an abstract class, what are the methods and the fields, what does it mean to have a 

class level method, but we don‟t have the knowledge about how to write more classes. When should we write an 

abstract class? How to write flexible and expandable code? In these notes, we start from these basic questions 

and get to recognitions like the OCP principle 

The notes also open a window on system planning and development connected to programming technology. 

1.1.     Software crisis 

The main problem of system organization is the so called software crisis. It means that a significant amount of 

software projects are unsuccessful. Unsuccessful in the following sense: 

The software 

• is more expensive than planned (over budget) 

• takes more time to develop than planned (over time) 

• does not meet the requirements 

• is of low quality (ineffective, hard to maintain) 

• leads to financial/environmental/health injury 

• is never developed 
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Software crisis is as old as the spreading of computers. As the hardware without the software is nothing but 

useless scrap-iron, the demand for user-friendly, high-quality, low-priced software is there from the beginning. 

The software developing industry fails to appease these needs even today. 

The number of unsuccessful software projects is decreasing. The rate of failure was 80-90% in the seventies, 

which is under 50% nowadays, but we can still say that every third software project is unsuccessful. Fortunately, 

the reasons of failed software projects are less severe. While in the seventies most of the failed projects were not 

even developed, the reason of failure nowadays is the transgression of monetary or/and time limits. It is also 

frequent that the procurer does not receive the software that fully fits his needs, but the true cause in this case is 

often the inadequate communication between the procurer and the software company. 

There are more known causes of software crisis: 

• Insufficient effectiveness: the software companies are not effective enough, that is, they develop less 

qualitative code in a given time than expected. 

• “Artist” programmers: the programmers think of themselves as “programming artist” and think that 

programming is a well-paid art for art‟s sake. 

• Misunderstanding: the software companies don‟t know the specialty and domain where the procurer comes 

from and doesn‟t know its terminology. This may lead to misconception. 

• Rapidly changing environment/needs: the procurer‟s needs may change during a long software project. The 

cause can be, for example, a new law, so the altering of the application‟s environment. 

• The development time is hard to estimate: The main cause of failed software projects is that the software is 

not finished for the set deadline. Due to the unexpected difficulties the programmer encounters (there is no 

software development without “sucking”) the development time is hard to estimate. 

• The task is inadequately specified: It is a common problem that the requirement specification is only one page 

long. Many requirements come to view only during development. 

After the root case is more or less identified, several answers have born for the software crisis: 

• The answer of system organization is the introduction of methodologies. The methodologies, strictly or less 

strictly, specify the step orders of software development. It defines when the procurer and the developer have 

to communicate and what documents have to be made. Every step is based on a few documents and the result 

is usually a new document or software-part. The steps are the steps of the software‟s life-cycle. We will deal 

with the methodologies later in the notes. 

• System organization‟s other answer is the risk management. It says that the risks must be estimated, classified 

by probability and money/time loss and developers have to prepare for the most severe risks. This is usually 

possible by insuring redundant resources. 

• System organization‟s next answer is the introduction and unification of visual languages that helps the 

communication between the procurer and the developers. The UML and mainly the spreading of Use Cases, 

ensures a notation that is easily understandable by both the specialists of the procurer and the programmers. 

This helps to prevent the misunderstanding between the two parties. 

• The first answer of programming technology is that, with the advancement of the programming languages, 

one command equals more machine code commands. This rate is one – to –one in the case of assembler 

languages, so one assembler mnemonic equals one machine code command. In the case of second generation 

structured languages, one command substitutes a dozen machine code commands (1:10). One command in a 

third generation procedure-based language equals more or less a hundred machine code commands (1:100). 

With forth generation OOP languages, this number can be as much as a thousand or more (1:1000). This, of 

course, makes the programmers more effective. 

• The second answer of programming technology is the splitting of the program into modules. Even the 

assembler languages allowed us to store the source code in more files and call subroutines between these. All 

files had to be compiled independently into object-code programs, which are in machine code, but the 

addresses are not resolved. The object-code programs needed a linker to make them into an executable 

application. Modularity received more and more support with the advancement of programming languages. 
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The procedures and functions (together they are called subroutines or subprograms), modules and units (basic 

compiling units) appeared, and at last the classes, that encapsulate the data units and the methods that are 

applied on them. The greatest blessing of modularity is that it enables more programmers to work on a 

program. Every programmer must know his or her own module and not the other ones. It is important because 

a programmer understand only a few thousand or ten thousand code lines at best (the maximum size of a 

module). Modularity enables us to create programs greater than this size, by splitting it into smaller, 

understandable modules. The modules, of course, need to communicate with each other, but we will deal with 

this later. 

• The programming technology‟s main answer is the introduction of design patterns. The design patterns offer 

mature but general solutions for common problems. We will discuss this topic in detail. 

• The programming technology‟s latest answer is the appearance of the domain-specific frameworks and 

programming languages or rather the emergence of such technologies that can be used to easily create these. 

The promise of domain-specific development is that, using a specified language for a given domain results in 

more effective development. Just think about how easy it is to create web portals with CMS systems. The 

following are the most well-known domain-specific technologies: 

• Model Driven Architecture / Development, 

• Domain-Specific Modeling. 

• The first answer of the software development technology is the help of the programmers‟ work. The 

integrating of editors and debuggers into an integrated development environment (IDE) was a very important 

step, which helps the work of the programmer with syntax highlighting among others. Each software helping 

the work of a programmer belongs here. 

• Another answer of the software development technology is the development of technologies that support 

teamwork. We saw that a program can be split into modules and these modules are produced by different 

programmers. The developers have to communicate a lot as they are still creating the same software; the 

modules depend on and have to call on each other. Every application that helps the work of a group of 

programmers who are working on the same program belongs here. 

The main technologies that support teamwork: 

• Version tracking 

• Error tracking 

• Modeling devices 

• Compiling helpers, „make” devices 

• The software development technology‟s second answer is the helping and automating of testing. The 

spreading of unit tests, which enables the unfolding of agile methodology. Many software exist that help 

executing different tests. 

More of the above answers are detailed in depths in the lecture notes. We haven‟t spent much space on these in 

the above listing, a few were just mentioned, but we will spend more time and space on them later. 

2.   Principles of Object-oriented programming 

2.1.  Introduction 

Programming languages‟ answer to software crisis is the appearance of modules and modular programming. The 

module is such a small part of the code that a programmer can see through. The modules are often compiling 

sub-units, that is, they are stored in separate files. In the case of OOP, a module is a class, which is 

simultaneously the compiling sub-routine. 
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A class, for the first approach, is the abstraction of a (tangible or intangible) piece of reality. If it is a small or 

large piece, it determines the granularity of the class. In the same time, the class can be fully technical, without 

being in touch with reality in any way. The design patterns contain many such classes. 

For the second approach, the class is a composite, inhomogeneous data type. It is very similar to the record, 

which is a composite, inhomogeneous data type too. It has fields too, and these fields can be of any type and can 

be accessed by a qualifier mark (in most languages, it is the dot (.)). One difference is that a class can have 

methods (procedures, functions), while a record can‟t. 

The record is the favorite data type of procedure-oriented languages (a.k.a. imperative languages). The 

procedures work on records. The OOP belongs to this family to, but here, we smelt the records and the 

procedures working on these records into one, into a class. We say that we encapsulate the data and the 

operations working on them. These units are called classes. 

A class consists of fields (data members) and methods. The methods are operations interpreted on data 

members. 

public class Dog 

{ 

private String name; 

public Dog(String name) { this.name = name; } 

public String getName() { return name; } 

} 

Example of a class - the Dog class 

The classes can have instances. The classes are called objects. If we stick to the approach where the class is an 

abstraction of reality, than the Dog class is the abstraction of all the dogs in the world. One instance of this class, 

a Dog type object, is, in turn, the abstraction of reality‟s one specific dog. This specific dog‟s name can be given 

in the constructor of the class when we do the instancing. 

All of the above must have been known to everybody. At the same time, there is another programming technical 

approach. According to this one, a class has two attributes: 

• surface, and 

• Behavior (or implementation). 

An object has three attributes: 

• surface (or type), 

• behavior, and 

• Internal state. 

The surface of the class is given by its public parts. A field is rarely made public, they are usually used through 

methods and properties (the static constant fields may be examples), and so the class‟ surface is given by 

initialization of its public methods. The class‟ surface decides what services the class offers. The Dog class, for 

example, can return the name of the dog with the getName() method. 

The class‟ behavior is defined by the implementation of its methods (all of them, not the public ones only). For 

example, the behavior of the getName() method is that it returns the value of the name field. Although this is the 

usual behavior of getName(), we could give it a different behavior. 

Dog dog = new Dog("Bob"); 

Example of instancing - the object named dog is an instance of the Dog class 
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In the above example, we created the dog object, which is an instance of the Dog class. This specific dog is 

called Bob. It is important to note that the variable named dog is Dog class reference type. So the dog is only a 

reference to the instance that we created with the „new‟ command. The type of the instance and the type of the 

reference is not necessarily the same, as we will see it. 

The object‟s surface equals to the surface of the class, namely, the surface of the dog object and the Dog class is 

the same. It is more accurate to say that the dog object is of the Dog type, or even shorter, the dog is Dog type. 

We will see that an object may have more than one type. 

Curiosity: In a strong typing language, an object can only be used as an instance of a class if they are of the 

same type. Such languages are the Java and the C# for example. In weak typing languages, it is enough if the 

object‟s surface is wider than the class‟. One such language, for example, is the Smalltalk. 

The object‟s behavior is given by the implementation of its methods. This equals to the behavior of the class, 

which is the instance of the object. It is important to note, the behavior of the object may change during runtime, 

as we will see that. 

The object‟s inner state is defined by the actual values of its fields. As the class‟ methods may change the values 

of the fields, we can treat the methods as the temporal operators of the state. The object‟s initial state is defined 

by the initial values of its fields and the call of its creator constructor. 

Again an important note: interfaces only have surfaces while abstract classes have surfaces and partial behavior. 

It is possible for an abstract class to not have a behavior if all of its methods are abstract. 

With the above concepts we pen the well-known principles of OOP. We will see that our favorite, the 

inheritance, is dangerous. Our new favorite will be the polymorphism. 

2.2.     Encapsulation 

The classic definition of encapsulation is the following: The data members and the methods executing 

operations on them are encapsulated and this encapsulation is called class. With the new concepts, encapsulation 

means that the object‟s inner state must be protected; it can only be changed by its own methods. These two 

statements make up each other, both are legitimate. 

2.3.     Inheritance 

Inheritance is the comfortable form of code recycling. The child class inherits all the non-private fields and 

methods of the parent class. Namely, the child class inherits the surface and behavior of the parent class. As we 

will see, the inheritance causes implementation dependence between the parent and the child and this must be 

avoided. Instead of inheritance, whenever it is possible, object linking must be used. 

It is possible to override the inherited abstract and virtual methods. This possibility is often listed under 

polymorphism by many. 

2.4.     Polymorphism 

All the design principles and patterns reviewed in these notes are based on polymorphism. So, this is a very 

important principle. Polymorphism itself is the consequence of inheritance. As the child class inherits the 

surface of the parent, the instances of the child class get the type of the parent‟s type too. So in this way, the 

object can be used in more types, namely it can be used more forms. 

Example of polymorphism - the retriever instance called “Cody” can be used as a Dog: 

public class Retriever : Dog { } 

Dog dog = new Retriever("Cody"); 

In the above example, the Retriever class is the child of the Dog class. With the help of the Retriever‟s 

constructor, we create a Retriever instance called “Cody”. This instance has three types: Retriever, Dog and 

Object. All three types can be used as an instance. We instantly see an example for this, as we pass the new 

instance to a Dog typed variable as value. 
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The instances of a class, going up on the inheritance hierarchy tree, have all the types. Accordingly, all objects 

are Object type to, because, if the parent of a class is not given, than it originates from the Object class. 

Many authors list overloading under polymorphism, as it presents a method having more forms. In these notes, 

we only mean polymorphism when an object can be used as an instance of more classes. 

It must be added, if a class implements an interface, its instances can be used as this kind of interface type 

objects. 

2.5.     The useful solutions of the OOP 

We would think, of the above mentioned three principles, inheritance is the strongest, as it allows the simple 

recycling of the parent‟s code. Perhaps, this is what made OOP so popular, but OOP‟s strength lies in the 

following techniques: 

• Automatic Garbage Collection, 

• The Field, as a local-global variable, 

• The use of polymorphism to substitute classes, 

• Decreasing coupling by object linking. 

2.5.1.     Automatic garbage collection 

Automatic garbage collection carries off the burden of releasing used memory (every „new‟ command uses 

memory) from the programmer. By the programmer this step (releasing memory) 

• - can be forgotten, 

• - can be done in an incorrect way (release too early, for example). 

As it is known, what can go wrong; will go wrong, especially when the programmers are pushed. If this task can 

be automatically done by the kernel, it will reduce both the development and the testing time. In the same time, 

this is not an OOP specific ability. 

2.5.2.     The field, as a local-global variable 

The field, as a local-global variable is a very useful innovation. It is know that many imperative languages have 

global variables. These allow the development of faster and shorter code, as there is no need to assign a global 

variable as a parameter. At the same time, the use of global variables has a side-effect. 

If a subroutine (function, procedure or method) changes its environment, we call it a side-effect, namely: 

• - changes a global variable, 

• - writes to an output (screen, printer, output port), 

• - writes to a file. 

By the use of the side-effect, we can quicken the run of the program, but it results in errors that are difficult to 

find, as the error may affect a line of the code which is far from the place of the change. To find such error, the 

tracking of the new function is not enough. It‟s often a must to examine the whole source code, which is a time-

consuming task. This is why it‟s not advisable to use a side-effect, a global variable. 

Yet, the use of global variables quickens the program and results in a shorter, more elegant source code. So it‟d 

be nice to have global variables or rather it wouldn‟t be. The field is just like that, as it is global inside the class, 

but unavailable from outside. With the use of the fields we can trigger a side-effect, but this is local inside the 

class, so the errors that are the results of the side-effect are easier to find. 
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To tell the truth, we can make a totally global variable too. A public, class-level field can be written or read 

from anywhere, so such a field is global. Luckily, because of encapsulation, we feel the public fields unnatural, 

so no one uses global variables on OOP languages. 

2.5.3.     The use of polymorphism for class substitution 

Polymorphism ensures the flexibility of our code. While inheritance results in quite rigid structures, 

polymorphism serves flexibility. This is based on the fact, that an instance of the child‟s class can be used where 

we are expecting a parent class type parameter. This is the essence of polymorphism. 

For example, we can easily create a pipe factory class. The exact type of the pipe we are producing depends 

only on the instancing of the Corncob pipe‟s or the Calabash pipe‟s child. 

Now, where is polymorphism, weren‟t we talking about inheritance heretofore? The observation is right, as 

there is no polymorphism without inheritance. The child class can be substituted for the parent‟s place. The tone 

is on substitution. The program‟s functioning depends on which child do we substitute. We thank this 

substitution to polymorphism, which is not by all means accessible via inheritance, but by implementing an 

interface. When do we substitute a class for another? If this class: 

• - is the child of the other class, 

• - implements the expected interface, 

• - has all the methods that we want to call (only in the case of weak typing languages). 

Where do we have a chance for substitution? 

• - parameter passing (we are expecting a parent class instance, but receiving a child), 

• - instancing (the reference is parent class type, but points to a child instance), 

• - Responsibility injection (we are receiving an object from outside and we only know its surface). 

We will see that all design patterns are based on the possibility of substitution. 

2.5.4.     The decreasing of coupling by object-compounding 

By coupling we mean that to what extent does a class (or some other module) is based on the other classes. 

Coupling is usually interpreted as the opposite of cohesion. Low level compounding results in high level 

cohesion, there and back. The extent of compounding is measured - based on the work Larry Constantine and 

his group - as follows: 

Definition: In OOP, coupling is the measure of strength of a connection between a class and the other classes. 

The extent of coupling, between two classes, like „A‟ and „B‟, is growing, if: 

• - „A‟ has a field with the type of „B‟. 

• - „A‟ calls any method of „B‟. 

• - „A‟ has a method with a returning type of „B‟. 

• - „A‟ is a descendant of „B‟, or implements „B‟. 

The levels of coupling (from the strongest to the weakest): 

• - tightly coupled 

• - loosely coupled 

• - layer 

Strong coupling means strong dependence too. We differentiate the following kinds of dependencies: 
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• Dependency on hardware and software environment: If our program depends on a given hardware or software 

(Operating System in the most cases), we can use its special abilities and properties, so our program will be 

difficult or impossible to port to another environment. One great solution for this is the use of virtual 

machines. We compile our source code to the commands of a virtual machine. If the virtual machine runs on a 

given operating system, on a given hardware, than our program will run too. 

• Implementation dependency: A class depends on the implementation of another class, so if we change one of 

the classes and have to change the other one to, then we are talking about implementation dependency. This is 

a kind of environmental dependency, as a class depends on one or more classes in its environment, but the 

environment here is the program‟s source code. If we depend on the surface of another class, so it doesn‟t 

matter how we implement the methods of another class till they give proper solution, than we can‟t talk about 

implementation dependency. We will deal with this dependency in detail later. 

• Algorithmic dependency: We talk about algorithmic dependency if the fine tuning of algorithms is 

cumbersome. It often happens that we need to make one part of a program faster, like using quick sort instead 

of bubble sort. For example, when we are demonstrating the process of the sorting, than it‟s difficult to 

change from one sorting to another. 

Of the three dependencies, we only deal with the implementation dependency, but with that one, we deal in 

detail. We already mentioned that inheritance causes implementation dependency. Let‟s see an example of this 

in Java. The task is to expand the inbuilt HashSet class by counting the inserted elements. 

import java.util.*; 

public class MyHashSet extends HashSet{ 

private intaddCount = 0; 

public boolean add(Object o){ 

addCount++; 

return super.add(o); 

} 

public boolean addAll(Collection c){ 

addCount += c.size(); 

return super.addAll(c); 

} 

public int getAddCount(){ return addCount; } 

} 

In this example, we created the MyHashSet class via inheritance. We expanded the parent by counting the 

number of inserted elements that have been added to the hash set. We use the addCount field, which is zero at 

the beginning. There are two methods we can use to add elements to the set: the „add‟ and the „addAll‟, so we 

overwrite these. The „add‟ increases the „addCount‟ by one and calls the parent‟s „add‟ method, as that is the 

one to know how to solve this task, we‟re just sitting on the solution. The „addAll‟ works similar, but in that 

case, we add more elements in the same time to the list, so the value of „addCount‟ is increased by the number 

of the elements. 

This exercise would have been done in the same way by everybody, as inheritance is the easiest way to recycle 

the code. But there is a problem. This does not work properly! 

import java.util.*; 

public class Main { 
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public static void main(String[] args){ 

HashSet s = new MyHashSet(); 

String[] abc = {"a","b","c"}; 

s.addAll(Arrays.asList(abc)); 

System.out.println(s.getAddCount()); 

} 

} 

In the above example, we created an array which has three members and added it to one of the instances of 

MyHashSet via the „addAll‟ method. Then we write how many members have we added to the set. We expect 

the program to write three, but it writes six instead. 

What have happened? We didn‟t know that in the parent (in the HashSet class), the „addAll‟ method is realized 

by a loop that calls the „add‟ method to get the members When we called the child‟s „addAll‟ method; it added 

three to the „addCount‟ and called the parent‟s „addAll‟ method. This invited the „add‟ method thrice. Because 

of late binding, it called the child‟s add method instead of the parent‟s, which increased the value of „addCount‟ 

in every step. This is how we got the six above. So we seriously caught on the implementation dependency 

caused by inheritance. 

The above code can be easily corrected by only increasing the value of „addCount‟ in the add method. 

import java.util.*; 

public class MyHashSet extends HashSet{ 

private intaddCount = 0; 

public boolean add(Object o){ 

addCount++; 

return super.add(o); 

} 

public int getAddCount(){ return addCount; } 

} 

When we are coding the child class, we need to know how the parent is implemented or we will face similar, not 

easily understood problems. In the same time, if we exploit how the parent is implemented, than the parent‟s 

change may result that the child needs to change to. And this is an implementation dependency! 

How can we avoid this? The solution is to use object-coupling instead of inheritance. When class A has a field 

with B class type, we say that we are using object-coupling. 

Object-coupling can always substitute inheritance, as the two highly simplified programs below do the same: 
 

class A 

{ 

public void m1() 

{ 

class A 

{ 

public void m1() 

{ 
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Console.Write("hello"); 

} 

} 

class B : A { 

public void m2() { 

m1(); 

} 

} 

class Program 

{ 

static void Main(string[] a) 

{ 

B b = new B(); 

b.m2(); 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 

} 

Console.Write("hello"); 

} 

} 

class B { 

A a = new A(); 

public void m2() { 

a.m1(); 

} 

} 

class Program 

{ 

staticvoid Main(string[] a) 

{ 

B b = new B(); 

b.m2(); 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 

} 

Here, class B is the child of class A, so it inherits the 

m1 method from class A and it is called in the m2 

method. In the main program, we call the m2 method 

that calls the m1 method in the parent, which writes 

“hello”. 

Here, the class B has a field with A‟s type. We need to 

instance this. The m2 method invites the m1 method 

via this field. In the main program, we call the m2 

method which calls the m1 method through reference 

“a” that is an object-coupling, and writes “hello”. 

Object-coupling is quite flexible as it happens in runtime, unlike inheritance which is already known while 

compiling. Now, inheritance is easier to take in, understand and explain. So object-coupling, that ensures lesser 

connectivity, lesser implementation dependency and more flexible code, is only used when we have gathered 

sufficient programming experience. 

During object-coupling, when we make a method, that‟s substantive part is to call one of its methods through 

the reference that establishes the coupling, we say that we delegate the responsibility to the embedded object. In 

the above example, m2 is one such method, as it does nothing else but calls method m1. One form of 

responsibility delegation in .NET is the callback mechanism. 

In object-coupling, it is a question how do we get the object operating in the coupling. In the above example, we 

created our own instance. We will deal with this question later, under the topic of responsibility injection. 

Later we will see, although inheritance can always be substituted with object-coupling, it is impractical to do it 

every time, as there is no polymorphism without inheritance. And it is impossible to write flexible code without 

polymorphism. 

3.   Object-oriented design principles 
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The object-oriented design principles describe how a program is “good” on a higher abstraction level than 

design patterns. The design patterns realize these principles on abstraction level that is still quite high. Finally, 

the programs realizing the design patterns are the materializations of the principles. The principles, of course, 

can be used without following the design patterns. 

The design principles help to choose between more, usually equal devices of programming the one that results 

in a better code, for example, to choose between inheritance and object-coupling. The code is usually good, if it 

consists of plainly expandable, reusable components and other programmers can easily reach it as well. 

The design principles help to avoid pitfalls like coding everything into one class to enjoy the quickening effect 

of fields as global variables. As we experienced, it is possible to program without knowing or by willfully 

violating these principles, but it doesn‟t worth it. Just think about one of the principles of programming 

techniques: “The program‟s code is always changing!” So, by making a rigid program, we embitter our own life 

when we need to change something in program. It worth spending more time on development in the present and 

ensure it‟ll be easy to make changes in the future. This is what the keeping of the principles guarantee us. 

3.1.     The first principle of the GOF book (GOF1) 

The GOF1 principle appeared in the Gang of Four book in 1995. The English title of the book is: „Design 

Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software”. The original English phrasing of the principle: 

„Program to an interface, not an implementation.” 

What does that mean in practice? How can we program to an implementation at all? Why is it bad to program on 

an implementation? Why is it good to program on an interface? 

We program on an implementation if we exploit how a class has been implemented. We have already seen an 

example through the MyHashSet class, when we had to know how the parent had been implemented. Here is 

another example: 

class GreatNumber { 

//the maximum number of digits of GreatNumber 

private const int maxLength = 20; 

//the base of the used number system 

private const int base = 10; 

//the digits are in reverse order 

//example with 64: digits[0]=4, digits[1]=6 

private int[] digits = new int[maxLength]; 

public GreatNumber(int[] number) 

{ 

Array.Copy(number, digits, number.Length); 

} 

public static GreatNumber Add(GreatNumber S1, GreatNumber S2) 

{ 

int[] A = S1.digits; 

int[] B = S2.digits; 

int[] C = new int[maxLength]; 
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int transfer = 0; 

for(int i=0; i<maxLength; i++) 

{ 

C[i] = A[i] + B[i] + transfer; 

transfer = C[i] / base; C[i] %= base; 

} 

return new GreatNumber(C); 

} 

publiclong ToLong() 

{ 

int i = maxLength - 1; long number = 0; 

while (digits[i] == 0 && i>0) i --; 

for (; i >= 0; i--) { 

number *= base; number += digits[i]; 

} 

return number; 

} 

} 

In the above example, we created the GreatNumber class that stores the digits of the great number in an array 

called digits. The number with the lowest positional notation is on the lowest index. The constructor fills up this 

array. We have two more methods, one is a method for addition, the other is to change the number stored in the 

numbers array to a long type number. The base of the numeral system of the number stored in the array is stored 

in the constant called base. In this case, the numeral system of 10 is the default. But what happens if the base is 

changed? Unfortunately, in such case, all the code assuming the use of the numeral system of 10 breaks down. 

Like the one below: 

class Program 

{ 

static void Main(string[] args) { 

int[] a = { 3, 5 }; //53 

int[] b = { 1, 2, 3 }; //321 

GreatNumber A = new GreatNumber(a); 

GreatNumber B = new GreatNumber(b); 

GreatNumber C = GreatNumber.Add(A, B); 

Console.WriteLine(C.ToLong()); 

Console.ReadLine(); 
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} 

} 

The code above writes 374, if the base is 10 and 252, if we rewrite the base to 8 and so on. So the 

GreatNumber‟s internal implementation influences the work of the classes using him. The cause of the problem 

is we were too lazy to do the change of the input number, which would be the responsibility of the 

GreatNumber. We left the change to the caller and, as we could have seen, this is a bad solution 

The solution is to create a constructor that awaits a number from the long type. We need to make the other 

constructor private. In this case, whatever the internal base is, it won‟t affect the other classes. So the correct 

solution is (only the changed and new code lines are shown): 

class GreatNumber 

{ 

… 

private GreatNumber(int[] number) // this is now private 

{ 

Array.Copy(number, digits, number.Length); 

} 

public GreatNumber(long number) //new constructor 

{ 

int i = 0; 

while (number > 0) 

{ 

digits[i] = (int)(number % base); 

number /= base; 

i++; 

} 

} 

… 

} 

class Program 

{ 

static void Main(string[ args) 

{ 

GreatNumber A = new GreatNumber(53); 

GreatNumber B = new GreatNumber(321); 

GreatNumber C = GreatNumber.Add(A, B); 
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Console.WriteLine(C.ToLong()); //374 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 

} 

Here, whatever the numeral system the GreatNumber is using, the result will always be 374. 

It is visible that we need to program on implementation when a class‟ responsibility is not set correctly and one 

class has more responsibilities or does not cover a responsibility fully, like the GreatNumber. So if we find a 

part in our code that depends on the implementation of another class, than it refers to a faulty plan. 

If we code on implementation and one class is changing, all the classes in connection with it have to change as 

well. Contrarily, if we code on interface and the implementation is changing but the interface does not, we don‟t 

need to change all the other classes. 

3.2.  The second principle of the GOF book (GOF2) 

The GOF2 principle appeared in the Gang of Four book in 1995. The original English Phrasing of the principle: 

„Favor object composition over class inheritance” 

What does this mean in practice? What does object composition mean at all? Why is it better than inheritance? 

What is the problem with inheritance? If object composition is better, why not use that in every case? 

We have already seen that we can always substitute object composition for inheritance. Inheritance is good 

because we get all the services (methods) of the parent so we can use them. With object composition, we get a 

reference for an instance of a class and the class‟ services are used via that reference. The latter may change 

dynamically during runtime, as the target object of the reference can be changed during runtime. 

Inheritance is called IS-A relationship. If the Dog class is the child of the Vertebrate class, we say that the Dog 

is a Vertebrate. That‟s where the IS-A naming comes from. 

Object compound is called HAS-A relationship. If the Dog class has a field called Backbone, which is of the 

Vertebrate class type, we say that the Dog has a Backbone. That‟s where the HAS-A naming comes from. 

In the following example, there is IS-A relationship between the Dog and the Vertebrate, and there is HAS-A 

relationship between the Dog2 and Vertebrate classes. 

class Vertebrate 

{ 

publicvoid footControl() 

{ 

Console.WriteLine(“moving"); 

} 

} 

class Dog : Vertebrate 

{ 

publicvoid run() 

{ 

Console.Write(“fast"); 
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footControl(); 

} 

} 

class Dog2 

{ 

Vertebrate backbone; 

public Dog2(Vertebrate backbone) { this.backbone = backbone; } 

public void run() 

{ 

Console.Write(“fast"); 

gerinc.footControl(); 

} 

} 

class Program 

{ 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

Dog cody = new Dog(); 

cody.run(); 

Dog2 rex = new Dog2(new Vertebrate()); 

rex.run(); 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 

} 

Notice that in both cases, the run() method works the same way. So this is only an example to substitute 

inheritance with object composition. 

Inheritance is sometimes called white box reuse. We can use the inherited methods and have plenty of 

information about them; we often know their source to. 

Object composition is sometimes called black box reuse. We can call methods via the field that realizes the 

composition, but we have no information about their execution. 

Object composition has more types. In all three cases, we pack the field that realizes the composition into a 

class, but it does matter how we do it: 

• Aggregation: The packed instance is not just mine, anyone else can use it. Example: The dog has an owner, 

but the owner is not just the dogs. 
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• Composition: The packed instance is mine, and only mine, other not even know about it. Example: The dog 

has a tail, only he can wag it. 

• Wrapping: This is the transparent packing. Example: The Christmas tree remains a Christmas tree, it doesn‟t 

matter how many ornaments we put on it. 

Let‟s examine the first two types. Take the following case: a guitarist has a guitar. So, this is an object 

composition, as there is a HAS-A relationship between the guitarist and his guitar. We want to decide which 

packing should we use, we only need to answer a simple question: If the guitarist dies, should the guitar be 

buried with him? If the answer is „yes‟, we are talking about composition, while in the case of „no‟, it‟s 

aggregation. Namely, if no one else has reference to it, so it goes to the garbage when I‟m not needed anymore 

to, than it‟s a composition. For aggregation, the strategy design patter is a nice example. For composition, the 

state design pattern is a good example. 

The third kind of composition is the wrapping. This is usually an aggregation, but it can be a composition to. In 

this case, I‟m in both child and composition relationship with the packed class. I‟m the child of the parent, to be 

able to be used as a parent type. Or we wrap an instance of my parent to use its services through the wrapping. 

The decorator design pattern is an excellent example for this. 

Let‟s see a good example for object composition. 

class Underbody { /*...*/ } 

class Carbody { /*...*/ } 

class Engine { /*...*/ } 

class Car 

{ 

Underbody underbody; 

Carbody carbody; 

Engine engine; 

public Car(Underbody underbody, Carbody carbody, Engine engine) 

{ 

this.underbody = underbody; 

this.carbody = carbody; 

this.engine = engine; 

} 

} 

From the coupling‟s point of view, inheritance is the strongest, and then comes composition and aggregation is 

at the end. This is why GOF2 says use object composition rather than inheritance, as we will get lesser coupling, 

so the code will be more flexible. In the same time, we have to emphasize, this kind of code is more difficult to 

comprehend, so object composition shouldn‟t be overdone. 

Another reason why not all inheritances are substituted with object composition is the fact that there is no 

polymorphism without inheritance (true for strong typing languages). It is know that instead of an instance of a 

class on top of the class hierarchy an instance of any child class can be used. This is often needed; this is how 

we can easily adapt to changes. For example, we have a Windows - specific child class, another one, which is 

UNIX - specific, we use the first in one environment and the other another environment. As we don‟t want to 

violate the GOF2 reference, we use a trick and make the parent at the top of the hierarchy abstract. In such 
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cases, we say that we are using an abstract parent. Moreover, if we use the instances of the child class in the 

other parts of the code through the interface of the abstract parent, I‟m observing the GOF1 reference as well. 

3.3.     The SRP (Single Responsibility Principle) 

The single responsibility principle - SRP - says that every class has to cover one responsibility, but have to 

cover it totally. The original English phrasing: “A class should have only one reason to change” 

Even at GOF1, we saw that if a class doesn‟t cover its own responsibility, we need to program on 

implementation, so another class realizes the services that are from the original class. 

If a class has more responsibilities, like the CatDog class, which is eating, sleeping, barking and catching 

mouse, it is more open to changes than with one responsibility only. The CatDog class must be changed if it 

comes to light that the dogs not only bark at the postmen but the cyclists too, and we have to change it again if 

the cat‟s behavior is changed or expanded. 

We have already seen that ever change brings the danger of turning the code into a monster that no one dares to 

touch. Improving such a code is extremely expensive. 

We often face that we want every class to have only one reason to change, so it‟d have only one responsibility, 

but every class needs to log or check authority. This is where aspect oriented programming (ASP) comes into 

view. Such commonly used responsibilities are raised into a so-called aspect that can be connected to any class. 

A good example for the one responsibility - one class principle is the responsibility chain design pattern. 

3.4.     The OCP (Open-Closed Principle) 

The Open-Closed Principle (OCP) says that the program‟s source code must be open for extension but closed 

for modification. The original English phrasing: „Classes should be open for extension, but closed for 

modification.” 

In a somewhat narrowed understanding, the class hierarchy should be open for extension, but closed for 

modification. So, we can make a new subclass or method, but we can‟t overwrite an existing one. The point here 

is by changing a well-working, tested method; we may cause more negative effects: 

• - due to the changes, some previously working branches will be flawed, 

• - due to the change, we have to change every part of the code that is in implementation dependency with it, 

• The change usually means that I‟m handling a case that wasn‟t taken care of before, so a new „if‟, „else‟ or 

„switch‟ comes in and by that the transparency of the code decreases, and after a time, no one will dare to 

touch it. 

The OCP principle can be phrased on syntax level in C#: Don‟t use the „override‟ keyword, only in the 

following cases: 

• - You want to override and abstract method. 

• - You want to override a hook method. 

Note: As every method is „virtual‟ in Java, there is no override keyword there, so the OCP principle can‟t be 

given in syntax level. 

The abstract methods must be overwritten, but this is not a violation of OCP, as the abstract method does not 

have a body, so, in essence, we extend the code with the method‟s body, we don‟t modify anything. The other 

case when we can use overwriting is the hook method. A method is a hook method when it has a body, but it‟s 

completely empty. It isn‟t mandatory to overwrite these, it‟s optional, and so it is used by the child classes to 

optionally extend their behavior. By overwriting these, we essentially extend the code, not modify it, so we 

don‟t violate the OCP principle. 

It is very difficult to keep the OCP principle in practice, as if we overwrite the ToString method in C# or the 

toString method in Java, we already violated the principle. In turn, this is a very common step. 
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In the following short example, we don‟t keep the OCP principle: 

class Shape 

{ 

public const int RECTANGLE = 1; 

public const int CIRCLE = 2; 

int type; 

public Shape(int tipus) { this.type = type; } 

publicint GetType() { return type; } 

} 

class Rectangle : Shape{Rectangle():base(Shape.RECTANGLE){}} 

class Circle : Shape{ Circle():base( Shape.CIRCLE){}} 

class GraphicEditor 

{ 

public void DrawShape(Shape a) 

{ 

if (a.GetType() == Shape.RECTANGLE) DrawRectangle(a); 

else if (a.GetType() == Shape.CIRCLE) DrawCircle(a); 

} 

public void DrawCircle(Circle k) { /* … */ } 

public void DrawRectangle(Rectangle t) { /* … */ } 

} 

If we can see an „if - else if‟ structure in the code, then it probably shows that we didn‟t keep the OCP principle. 

We didn‟t keep it, as when we want to add another shape to the code, we need to extend the „if - else if‟ 

structure further. Let‟s see how we can avoid this: 

abstract class Shape{ publicabstractvoid Draw();} 

class Rectangle : Shape 

{ 

public override void Draw() { /* drawing a rectangle */ } 

} 

class Circle : Shape 

{ 

public override void Draw() { /*drawing a circle */ } 

} 
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class GraphicEditor 

{ 

public void DrawShape(Shape a) { a.Draw(); } 

} 

In the above example, we introduced a common parent, the abstract Shape. The given shapes overwrite the 

parent‟s abstract Draw method, and that‟s all, we have a new child. We can add as much as we need of these, 

the existing code doesn‟t need any change. So we are keeping the OCP principle here. 

For the use of the OCP principle, the strategy and the template method design patterns are good examples. The 

latter gives examples to the hook methods as well. 

3.5.     The LSP (Liskov Substitution Principle) 

The Liskov Substitution Principle or LSP in short, says a program‟s behavior shouldn‟t change due to using a 

child class instance in the future instead of using an instance of the parent class. That is, the value returned by 

the program does not depend on if I‟m returning the number of feet of a Dog, a Retriever or a Komondor. The 

original English phrasing: „If for each object o1 of type S there is an object o2 of type T such that for all 

programs P defined in terms of T, the behavior of P is unchanged when o1 is substituted for o2 then S is a 

subtype of T”. 

Let‟s see an example that does not tally the LSP principle. The classic counterexample is the ellipse - circle or 

the rectangle - square examples. The circle is a special ellipse, where the two radiuses are equal. The square is a 

special rectangle, where the sides are of the same length. It applies itself to say, the circle is a subclass of ellipse 

and the square is a subclass of rectangle. Let‟s see the rectangle - square example: 

class Rectangle 

{ 

protected int a, b; 

//@ postcondition: a == x and b == \old(b) 

public virtual void setA(int x) { a = x; } 

public virtual void setB(int x) { b = x; } 

public int Area() { return a * b; } 

} 

class Square : Rectangle 

{ 

// invariant: a == b; 

// postcondition: a == x && b == x; 

public override void setA(int x) { a = x; b = x; } 

public override void setB(int x) { a = x; b = x; } 

} 

In the example above, we use the fields „a‟ and „b‟ to store the side lengths of the rectangle. Each field has a 

setter method. In the Square class, we needed to overwrite the two setter methods, because the two sides of the 

square are equal. We say that this is an invariant of the Square class, as before and after each and every method 

call, the equality of the sides must be true. We have given the post condition of SetA as well. The problem is, in 
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the Square class, the post condition of setA is weaker than in the Rectangle class. In turn, we will see, in the 

child class, the post condition most be stronger and the precondition must be weaker to keep the LSP principle. 

class Program 

{ 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

Random rnd = new Random(); 

for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) 

{ 

Rectangle rect; 

if (rnd.Next(2) == 0) rect = new Rectangle(); 

else rect = new Square(); 

rect.setA(10); 

rect.setB(5); 

Console.WriteLine(rect.Area()); 

} 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 

} 

The main program above will make an instance of the Rectangle class with 50% chance, or make an instance of 

its child class, the Square. If the LSP be true, it wouldn‟t matter which class‟ instance do we use to call the Area 

method. But it isn‟t true as the setA and setB works completely different in the two classes. Accordingly, the 

output value will be 50 in one case and 25 in the other. Therefore, the program‟s behavior depends on the 

instance that was used, so the LSP Principle has been broken. 

What was the actual problem in the example above? The problem is the Square is a subclass of Rectangle, but 

not a subtype. To give the definition of subtype, we need to introduce the concepts of design by contract: 

• precondition, 

• post condition, 

• Invariant. 

The precondition of the method describes what input the method needs for proper operation. The precondition 

usually uses the parameters and class fields of the method to describe the condition. For example, the 

precondition of the Division(int dividend, int divisor) method is that the divisor is not null. 

The method‟s post condition describes what conditions are satisfied by the returned values and what kind of 

transition have happened, namely, how the fields of the class have changed due to the call of the method. For 

example, the post condition of Maximum(int X, int Y) is the following: the returning value is X if X>Y, else, 

it‟s Y. 

The method‟s contract is the following: if the caller calls the method with the precondition being true, than the 

post condition will be also true after running the method. So the precondition and the post condition describe a 
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transition, the state before and after running the method. Instead of setting the pre- and post condition pairs, it‟s 

possible to set a so called state transition restriction (it does the same task as the Turing machine‟s delta 

function, it is only given as a predicate), that describes all the possible state transitions. Instead of this, some 

books suggest the use of history constraint, but we are not talking about this in detail. 

Beyond that, we can talk about class invariant too. The class invariant describes the possible states of the class, 

so it gives a condition for the fields of the class. The invariant must be true before and after the method calling 

to. 

Suppose that the S(quare) class is the child of the R(ectangle) class. We say that S is in the same time a subtype 

of R if and only if 

• above the fields R, the invariant of S is followed by the invariant of R, 

• for every method of R, the followings are true: 

• the given precondition of S follows the precondition given in R, 

• the given post condition of S follows the given post condition of R, 

• The method in S can only redeem exceptions that are the same as or the child of the exceptions given in R. 

Note: When using Java, this is verified by the compiler instead of the programmer, but in C#, the redeemed 

exceptions are not part of the method‟s head, so the compiler can‟t verify it for the programmer. 

• Above the fields of R, the state transition restriction follows the S state transition restriction. 

We need the last condition as there can be new methods in the child class and these needs to fulfill the state 

transition restriction of the parent. If the “third” state cannot be reached directly from the “first” state in the 

parent, than it shouldn‟t be possible in the child either. 

In the Rectangle-Square example, the condition concerning the invariant is true, as the Rectangle‟s invariant is 

TRUE and the Square‟s invariant is a == b and the a == b ==> TRUE. The condition concerning the 

preconditions is also true. But the condition of the post condition is false, as in the case of the setA method, the a 

== x AND b == x ==> a == x AND b == \old(b) state is not true. So the Square is not a subtype of Rectangle. 

The informal definition of the subtype is often the following: 

• above the fields of the parent, the subtype‟s invariant is no weaker than the parent‟s, 

• the preconditions in the subtype are not stronger than in the parent, 

• the post conditions in the subtype are not weaker than in the parent, 

• the subtype fulfills the history constraint of its parent. 

We get a stronger condition if we add another condition with AND to the original condition. We get a weaker 

condition if we add another condition with OR to the original condition. It is easier to understand this if it is 

rephrased with sets. As the weaker condition results in a larger set and the stronger condition results in a smaller 

set, the above definition can be given as follows: 

• above the fields of the parent, the set of inner states is smaller or equal in the subtype, than in the parent, 

• all method‟s domain is greater or equal in the subtype than in the parent, 

• for all methods, the set of possible inner states before calling the method is greater or equal an the subtype 

than in the parent, 

• all method‟s co domain is smaller or equal in the subtype than in the parent, 

• for all methods, the set of possible inner states after calling the method is smaller or equal in the subtype than 

in the parent, 
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• above the fields of the parent, the set of possible state transitions is smaller or equal in the subtype than in the 

parent. 

If we had fulfilled the OCP principle in the Rectangle-Square, we wouldn‟t have broken the LSP principle to. 

How can the OCP principle be fulfilled in this example? Simply by not making a setA and setB method, as 

those should be overwritten anyway. We only make a constructor and the area method. Generally, the OCP and 

LSP principles strengthen each other. 

3.6.     The ISP (Interface Segregation Principle) 

Summary of the ISP: The Interface Segregation Principle says that interfaces must be placed above a class with 

many services, as all clients that use the services of the class should see only those methods that it is really 

using. The original English phrasing: „No client should be forced to depend on methods it does not use.” 

This principle helps to roll back the compiling dependency. Imagine that all services, like in the case of a 

photocopier: the copying, the printing, the sending, the weeding, are executed by one huge Task class. In this 

case, if the copying part changes, the whole Task class and essentially the whole application must be re-

compiled, as everybody calls the services from here. With a code of a hundred thousand lines, this takes the time 

of a coffee break. Surely, no software development can be done this way. 

The solution is, we create an interface for all clients (the part of the code that uses the services of the class in 

question) that contains only those methods that the client really using. So, there will be a copier, a printer, a 

sender and a welder interface. The Task implements all these interfaces. The individual clients will see the Task 

class through an appropriate interface only, as they get it with an instance of that type. So if the Task class 

changes only that part of the application is needed to re-compile which is affected by the variation. 

Such monumental classes, like the Task in the example above are called „fat classes‟. It often happens that a 

slim little class with a few hundred lines of code begins putting on fat as it caters more and more responsibility 

and at the end, it results in a fat class with a code of thousands of lines. The fat classes are excluded by the „one 

class - one responsibility‟ (SRP) principle, but if we already have such a class, it‟s easier to put a few interfaces 

above it, than disassemble it into smaller classes. A simple example: 

interface IWorkable { void work(); } 

interface IFeedable { void eat(); } 

interface IWorker : IFeedable, IWorkable {} 

class Worker : IWorker 

{ 

public void work() { /*.is_working */ } 

public void eat() { /*.is_eating */ } 

} 

class Program 

{ 

public static void Main(String[] args) 

{ 

IWorkable workable = new Worker(); 

IFeedable feedable = new Worker(); 

IWorker worker = new Worker(); 

} 
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} 

If we keep the interface segregation principle, the source code will be less coupled, so it will be easier to change. 

The frame design pattern is a nice example for this principle. 

3.7.     The DIP (Dependency Inversion Principle) 

The Dependency Inversion Principle says that high level components shouldn‟t depend on classes that expand 

low level implementation details, but just the opposite: the modules on a low abstraction should depend on 

components on a higher abstraction level. The original English description: „High-level modules should not 

depend on low-level modules. Both should depend on abstractions.” Namely: “High level modules shouldn‟t 

depend on low level modules. Both should depend on abstraction.” To say it more striking: “Depend on 

abstraction, don‟t depend on given classes.” 

The reuse of low level components are well-unbound by the so-called libraries. In these, we collect the methods 

we often need. The high level components, that describe the system‟s logic, are usually hard to reuse. The 

inversion of the dependency can help on this. Let‟s see the following simple code in descriptor language: 

public void Copy() { while( (char c = Console.ReadKey()) != EOF) Printer.printChar(c); } 

Here, the Copy method depends on the Console.ReadKey and Printer.printChar method. The Copy method 

describes an important logic: characters must be copied from the source to the target till the end of file sign. This 

logic can be used in many places, as either the source or the target can be anything, which can read or write 

characters. If we want to reuse this code, we have two options: The first one is to use an if-else-if structure to 

decide which source and target we need. This results in a quite hideous, hardly transparent and modifiable code. 

The other solution is to give the reference of the source and target from the outside by the caller via dependency 

injection. 

Dependency injection has more types: 

• Dependency injection by constructor: In this case, the class receives the references that are used to call useful 

services through its constructor. With other names, we call this object compound, and this is the most 

frequent way of programming it. 

• Responsibility injection by setter methods: In this case, the class receives the references needed for its work 

through setter methods. In general, we use this only in the cases when we need object compound to realize 

some optional functionality. 

• • Responsibility injection by realizing an interface. If the instance can be made by a high level component, it‟s 

enough to give the instance‟s interface, which is realized by the high level component itself, but the interface 

may also come as a parameter of the parameter class. 

• Responsibility injection based on naming convention. This is usually a characteristic of frameworks. The 

DogBone instance automatically gets into the Bone field of the Dog class. This can be controlled by the XML 

configuration file to. These are only recommended for very experienced programmers, as tracking and tracing 

won‟t help in finding where the instance has come from and this can be very disturbing. 

This is the dependency inversion - version of the simple Copy method above is, realized by responsibility 

injection by constructor. It looks as follows: 

class Source2Sink 

{ 

private System.IO.Stream source; 

private System.IO.Stream sink; 

public Source2Sink(Stream source, Stream sink) 

{ 
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this.source = source; 

this.sink = sink; 

} 

public void Copy() 

{ 

byte b = source.ReadByte(); 

while (b != 26) 

{ 

sink.WriteByte(b); 

b = source.ReadByte();} 

} 

} 

} 

Many criticize the Dependency Inversion Principle, as it is only an outgrowth of using object composition (the 

GOF2 principle). Others say that it‟s an independent design pattern. Anyhow, its gain is undisputed if we covet 

to develop flexible code. 

3.8.     Other design principles 

Below we mention those principles that are less accepted in the vocational literature, but at the same time, it 

worth getting to know them. 

3.8.1.    The HP (Hollywood Principle) 

The original English phrasing of the Hollywood Principle: „Don‟t call us, we‟ll call you” The Hollywood 

Principle can be demonstrated by the following example. Casting is being held for the role of Romeo. There are 

hundreds of applicants. After the casting, everyone would like to know if he got the wished role. There are two 

solutions: 

• Everyone inquire in shorter or longer intervals, if he has got the role. In this case, the secretary answers more 

and more edgily, saying that there hasn‟t been a decision yet and asking for a callback later. This is called 

“busy waiting”. 

• The next time, the secretary tells every actor in advance not to call them, as they will call him. So no one 

should inquire if a decision has been made, everyone will be informed about it. This is the use of the 

Hollywood Principle. 

The busy waiting is extremely harmful as it takes CPU time and slows the other threads. A typical solution is to 

wait in an infinite cycle by calling a sleep, and then call the method that tells whether we still need to wait. If we 

don‟t need to wait anymore, we quit the cycle by a break command. 

The busy waiting solution has a reason for existence, but only in very few situations. The most well-known is 

the “watchdog”, when we keep asking a remote object (pinging) if it‟s still alive. There is no other solution for 

this, as if the electricity goes out, the remote computer can‟t send a last message about its unavailable status 

from there on. If the watchdog notices that the remote object has died, than the tasks of that object will be 

delegated on something else. 

The Hollywood Principle says that those who are waiting for the event shouldn‟t keep asking it is the event that 

will alert those who are waiting for it. This solution is used for example in Java to handle events. If we press a 
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button, an event is created, but nothing further than this happens. If we want something to happen, we need to 

subscribe a listener (called the same in Java) for the event. If the event comes to life, all the subscribed listeners 

will be alerted. This is exactly what the listener design pattern realizes. 

The Hollywood Principle is of great help if the objects are in a one-to-many connection and the „many‟ side 

changes dynamically, so subscription and prescription are both possible. One alternative for this is the 

broadcasting, when the message gets to everybody else. In this case, the message‟s sender doesn‟t necessarily 

know the message‟s receiver, which can be an advantage. Its hindrance is an uninterested object can get the 

message to. 

3.8.2.    The Law of Demeter / Principle of Least Knowledge 

The Law of Demeter, or with another name, the Principle of Least Knowledge, says that a class can only call its 

immediate acquaintances/friends. The original English phrasing: „Talk only to your immediate friends”. 

Practically, we can rephrase this principle as call only that method of an instance, for which we have reference. 

So the calls in the A.getB().C() form are forbidden. This principle is important, because if we are keeping it, all 

our changes will have local effect only. 

4.   Design by Contract 

The basic idea of the design by contract technique is to have a contract between the method and its caller. We 

will talk about this contract and the concepts in the contract (like the pre- and post conditions) in this chapter in 

detail. The reader can recap the LSP principle before starting this chapter as the two topics are close to each 

other. 

4.1.  Contract between the caller and the called 

Design by contract‟s unique point of view is, there is a contract between the methods and the caller of the 

method. The contract states if the caller calls the method according to the called method‟s precondition, than the 

method will result in a return value appropriate to the method‟s post condition. Taken it even simpler, if the 

method‟s precondition is true, then the post condition must also be true. 

The contract is a warranty, if we call the method right, it will return a right value. “Calling it right” means that 

the precondition is true. “It will return a right value” means that the post condition is right. But what does the 

pre- and post-condition mean? 

It‟s the caller‟s responsibility to observe the precondition, and the called method‟s responsibility is to observe 

the post condition. It follows that the called method does not need to check if it was called with the right 

parameters and it‟s unnecessary for the caller to check if the returned value is right. We often see methods that 

check if its parameter is null. If the precondition is its parameter can‟t be null, than this check is unavailing. 

Many well-known algorithms have preconditions. For example, the binary search only works on ordered lists, so 

its precondition is to have an ordered list as an incoming parameter. Another well-known precondition is the 

inability to divide with zero, so the division‟s precondition is the second parameter of the division can‟t be zero. 

As we can see, the precondition talks about the method‟s parameters. This is a good approach, but later we will 

see, the precondition can talk about the inner state of the object where the method belongs and is called. 

The precondition describes what parameters are allowed to call the method. So the precondition is part of the 

method‟s definition, or with other words, part of the method‟s head. In the same time, the current, prevalent 

OOP languages (C++/C#/Java) do not support the setting of a precondition. 

The method‟s post condition talks about the returned value. For example, the binary search‟s precondition is, it 

returns true if it has found the value it searched for, else it returns false. The division‟s post condition is the 

returned value equals to the quotient of the two parameters. 

It‟s again true that the post condition is not only about the returned value, but the object‟s state, namely, how it 

changes under the method. That is what we call a state transition. It means that even methods that do not have 

returned values have post conditions. To examine the post condition, we often need to examine the input 
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parameters to, and sometimes we need to examine the object‟s state before calling the method, so we can 

describe the state transition. 

The post condition is part of the method‟s definition (part of the head) to, and its setting is again not supported 

by current, prevalent OOP languages. 

In the same time, the pre- and post condition can be given in indirect way. We can give them in notes/remarks or 

give them by asserts. 

4.1.1.  The use of self-documenting remarks 

We call the remarks self-documenting, if the integrated development environment (IDE) is able to create 

programming documentation of it. In case of C#, it‟s three backslashes, namely ///. In Java, it‟s /** …*/. 

First, let‟s see the code of the division method with self-documenting in C# and Java, than the binary search‟s 

code in C#. 

Division in C# with self-documenting remarks: 

///<summary> 

/// Returns the quotient of its two parameters. 

/// the second parameter can‟t be zero. 

///</summary> 

///<param name="a">Divident.</param> 

///<param name="b">Divider. Can‟t be zero.</param> 

///<returns>The quotient of the dividend and the divider.</returns> 

public double Division(double a, double b) 

{ 

return a / b; 

} 

Division in Java with self-documenting remarks: 

/** 

* Returns the quotient of its two parameters. 

* The second parameter can‟t be zero. 

* @param a Divident. 

* @param b Divider. 

* @returnThequotient of the dividend and the divider. 

*/ 

public double division(double a, double b) 

{ 

return a / b; 

} 
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In Visual Studio, if we‟ve already written the method, it‟s enough to write three backslashes (///) to the line 

before the method and hit enter. In case of the division method, the following will appear: 

///<summary> 

/// 

///</summary> 

///<param name="a"></param> 

///<param name="b"></param> 

///<returns></returns> 

We need to write the precondition to the „param‟ parts. The post condition goes to the „return‟ part. 

In the Eclipse development environment, it works as follows: we write the method, in this case, the division 

method, and write a backslash-asterisk-asterisk (/**) and hit enter. Than the following appears: 

/** 

* 

* @param a 

* @param b 

* @return 

*/ 

Again, we need to put the precondition to „param‟ and the post condition to „return‟. 

Binary Search in C# with self-documenting remarks: 

///<summary> 

/// it searches the given value in the list. 

/// if it finds it, the method returns true, else it returns false. 

/// Works according to the algorithm of the binary search. 

/// so the list must be ordered. 

///</summary> 

///<param name="keresendő">the value we are searching.</param> 

///<param name="listában">the value we‟re looking for is searched for in 

/// his list. This list must be ordered.</param> 

///<returns>It returns true if the searched value is in the list 

/// else, it returns false.</returns> 

public bool Bynarysearch(int searched, List<int> InList) 

{ 

    int upperIndex, lowerIndex, middleIndex; 
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    lowerIndex = 0; 

    upperIndex = listában.Count - 1; 

    while (lowerIndex <= upperIndex) 

    { 

       middleIndex = (lowerIndex + upperIndex) / 2; 

       if (searched == InList[middleIndex]) 

       { 

           // we have found the searched value 

           return true; 

       } 

       if (searched < InList[middleIndex]) 

       { 

           // the searched value can be in the lower part of the list 

           upperIndex = middleIndex - 1; 

       } 

       else 

       { 

           // the searched value can be in the upper part of the list 

           lowerIndex = middleIndex + 1; 

       } 

    } 

    return false; 

} 

In Java, the self-documenting remarks can be used with the „javadoc‟ command to create a programming 

documentation in HTML format. In Eclipse, using the Project -> Generate Javadoc... menu option gives the 

same result as the javadoc command run in command prompt. 

In Visual Studio 2010, the self-documenting remarks can be used to create a programming documentation in 

XML format. For this, we need to use the following menu option: on the Build tab of the Properties window of 

our project, we need to check the „XML documentation file‟ checkbox. Unfortunately, it‟s not easy to find an 

XSLT that can be used to create a HTML-based documentation from the XML one. 

In the same time, it needs noting that this kind of documentation has no forcing power. Despite the 

documentation, the above methods can be called badly. Of course, in such cases, the post condition won‟t fulfill, 

or worse, we get a runtime error or enter to an infinite loop. 

4.1.2.  Using ‘assert’ 

It would be better if we had the opportunity to force the observing of the precondition on the programmers. In 

C# or Java, we can only do the following: we write the precondition into the method in the form of a assert 

command. If the programmer does not observe the precondition, the assert command triggers an exception. 
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After the assert we need to write a condition, that the programmer assumes to be true at a given point of the 

program, so it‟s suitable to set pre- and post conditions. 

The following examples show how to use assert in C# and Java in case of class methods. 

Division in Java with the use of asserts: 

public double division(double a, double b) 

{ 

    assert b!=0 :"Can‟t divide with zero!"; 

    return a / b; 

} 

We can see that in Java, assert is a command. It has two forms: “assert condition” and “assert condition: error 

message”. If the condition is false, it triggers an exception with the message of the error message. 

It‟s very important to know the execution of asserts can be disabled and enabled with the command‟s 

„disableassertions / enableassertions” switch. The default is enabled. We need the option of disable to avoid the 

slowing of the live application by asserts. In the same time, it means that the condition after assert can‟t be used 

to call a method with side effect! 

The use of assert is very similar in C#. Let‟s see the same method in C#. 

Division in C# with the use of asserts: 

public double Division(double a, double b) 

{ 

    System.Diagnostics.Debug.Assert(b!=0, "Can‟t divide with zero!"); 

    return a / b; 

} 

Of course, the above code can be shortened if we start with the „using System.Diagnostics;” command. We can 

see that assert in C# is a static method. It has more versions to. Its first parameter is always a condition. If the 

condition is not fulfilled, it triggers an error. Asserts only run if the target mode of the compilation is “Debug”. 

In “Release” mode, they don‟t run. That‟s why we shouldn‟t call a method that has side effect from asserts! 

Asserts don‟t always have forcing power, because they are only executed in runtime, so they don‟t trigger an 

error during compilation if one of them is broken. The solution would be to put the pre- and post condition to 

the method‟s head and the compiler would check if it‟s possible to call a method badly somewhere. This does 

not have a mature solution yet. Something similar can be achieved with tools in research status, like the 

ESC/Java2 static model verifier or the sonar applications that examine a program‟s code from different point of 

views. 

4.2.  Contract and object’s inner state 

As a revision, an object‟s inner state is represented by the actual values of its fields. After this short rehearsal, 

we can examine the relation of the contract and the inner state. 

Even methods that don‟t have parameters and return values have contracts. In such cases, the method changes 

the inner state of the object it belongs to. These cases, the precondition describes what inner state is required to 

call the method and what the inner state will look like after the call. 

Of course, if the methods have parameters, the precondition does not only describe the inner state required to 

call the method, but the required parameters to. Respectively, if a method has a return value, the methods post 

condition does not only describe how the inner state changes, but gives what the return value should be. 
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4.2.1.  Invariants 

Very often a class has an invariant. The invariant is the condition the instances of the class almost always have 

to meet. For example, in case of a BankAccount class, the invariant is there can be no negative value on the 

account. 

As we saw, the invariant is the condition the class‟ instances always meet. In the same time, it does not mean 

that the invariant must be met in each and every moment only before and after every method call. Note: this 

restriction is not always enough - when more threads are commonly using an object - but this case is quite rare, 

so we can set it aside. 

So the invariant must be true before and after every method call. We can check this by calling the invariant 

validation by asserts at every front and every return of the method. The constructors are exceptions, as we need 

to check the invariant only at their end. The adjunct methods are again exceptions, as we only create them to 

split a long method into shorter pieces. These methods are usually private. Let‟s see an example for invariant 

verification in C#: 

BankAccount class with invariant by using assert in C#: 

using System.Diagnostics; 

class BankAccount 

{ 

    long account; 

    private bool invariant() { return account >= 0; } 

    public BankAccount() 

    { 

       account = 0; 

       Debug.Assert(invariant()); // invariant validation 

    } 

    public void MoneyTakeOut(long amount) 

    { 

       Debug.Assert(invariant()); // invariant verification 

       Debug.Assert(amount > 0);  // precondition 

       account -= amount; 

       Debug.Assert(invariant()); // invariant verification 

    } 

    public void MoneyPutIn(long amount) 

    { 

       Debug.Assert(invariant()); // invariant verification 

       Debug.Assert(amount > 0);  // precondition 

       account += amount; 

       Debug.Assert(invariant()); // invariant verification 
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    } 

} 

As the invariant is usually a compound condition, we raise it to a different method, as we did it now. 

4.2.2.  Immutable classes 

Sometimes it worth creating a so called immutable class. One such class is - both in C# and Java - the String 

class. If we create a string, there is no way to change it; there is no method to change its inner state. 

Why does it worth creating an immutable class? First of all, albeit its type is reference, it can be handled as it 

would be of value type. For example, deep copy is not required to clone it. In addition, the handling of pre- and 

post conditions will be simpler, as they don‟t have to deal with the inner state. 

There are more ways to create an immutable class. The most simple is to make the class without any fields, so it 

does not have an inner state either. These classes are the so called „stateless‟ classes. The second option is to set 

all fields to constants. For this, we need to use the „final‟ keyword in Java. Unfortunately, the „const‟ keyword 

can‟t be used for this in C#, as it involves the „static‟ keyword to. 

If we set a field as constant, but haven‟t given it a value, we can still give it a value in the constructor, but 

nowhere else. In the same time, if these fields are from the reference type, lists for example, than the data 

structure behind them can change, so it‟s again a condition for the fields to be of the value type or if they are 

reference-types, then they must be immutable. 

If we have to use a reference-type field, then these references can‟t be query able and the data structure behind it 

can‟t be changed with an inner method. In such cases, it must be achieved that the child classes are not changing 

the field. For this, we need the „sealed‟ keyword in C# and the „final‟ keyword in Java. In this case, the result is 

again an immutable class. 

An example of the immutable class in Java: 

final public class ImmutableList{ 

     final List<String>list; 

     public ImmutableList (List<String> originalList) { 

           list = new ArrayList<String>(originalList); 

     } 

     public String get(int index) { return list.get(index); } 

} 

An example of the immutable class in C#: 

sealed class ImmutableList 

{ 

    List<int> list; 

    public ImmutableList(List<int> originalList) 

    { 

       list = new List<int>(originalList); 

    } 

   public int Get(int index) { return list[index]; } 
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} 

This is an immutable list implementation. Notice that we clone the list in the constructor. If we wouldn‟t do this, 

the list in the ImmutableList class could be modified through the „originalList‟ reference. Also note that there is 

no „Add‟ method, or any other method, that could be used to modify the list and there is no method that could be 

used to get reference of the inner list. These abilities together make this class immutable. 

4.3.  Contract and inheritance 

Even at the LSP principle, we wrote that the child class must observe the contracts of the parent class. Even 

more precisely, in the child class, the post conditions can be stronger and the preconditions can be weaker, so 

we can observe the LSPprinciple. 

Our goal in this chapter is to write a parent class, that sets the pre- and post conditions of its methods, thus 

forces the child class to observe the parent‟s contracts. 

The example will be a class doing the factorization of a prime to factors. The abstract parent doesn‟t tell how to 

do the factorization of the prime, only describes how the result should be like. 

An example for setting a contract in an abstract class for the children class in C#: 

using System; 

using System.Collections.Generic; 

using System.Diagnostics; 

abstract class Factorizer 

{ 

    public abstract bool IsPrime(uint number); 

    public List<uint> Factorize(ulong number) 

    { 

       Factorize_Precondtion(number); 

       List<uint> factorization = Factorize_Implemantation(number); 

       Factorize_Postcondtion(number, factorization); 

       return factorization; 

    } 

    private void Factorize_Precondtion(ulong number) 

    { 

       Debug.Assert(true); 

    } 

    protected abstract List<uint> Factorize_Implemantation(ulong number); 

    private void Factorize_Postcondtion(ulong number, List<uint> factorization) 

    { 

       ulong prod = 1; 
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       foreach (uint factor in factorization) { prod *= factor; } 

       Debug.Assert(number == prod); 

       foreach (uint factor in factorization) 

       { 

           Debug.Assert(IsPrime(factor)); 

       } 

    } 

} 

Notice that this class offers two public services. Once it checks if a number is prime with the IsPrime method, 

and factorizes a number to factors with the Factorize method. Both are abstract methods. We only made pre- and 

post conditions to one of them - the Factorize method. See that the Factorize method consists of four lines. The 

first one is the validation of the precondition. The second is the implementation itself. The third one is the 

validation of the post condition. And in the fourth line, we return the return value, which was counted by the 

implementation itself. 

The implementation itself is abstract, so we only need to expend it in the child class. But it is protected in the 

same time, so it can‟t be called from outside, jut the Factorize method. Accordingly, when someone calls this 

method, the pre- and post condition is validated on the result that was returned by the implementation in the 

child class. This way, the child class can be forced to observe the parent‟s contract. 

Note that, the pre- and post conditions are not bool types. This happens because the conditions are validated by 

assert, which raises an error, if the given condition is not true. 

For the above receipt - naked - here is a sample that can be used to create version setting pre- and post 

conditions of any abstract method. 

Example of setting a sample contract in an abstract class for the children classes in C#: 

using System.Diagnostics; 

abstract class AbstractClassName 

{ 

    public ReturnType MethodName(object parameter) 

    { 

       MethodName_Precondtion(parameter); 

       ReturnType result = MethodName_Implemantation(parameter); 

       Factorize_Postcondtion(parameter, result); 

       return result; 

    } 

    private void Factorize_Precondtion(ulong number) 

    { 

       Debug.Assert(precondition); 

    } 
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    protected abstract ReturnType MethodName_Implemantation(object parameter); 

    private void Factorize_Postcondtion(object parameter, ReturnType factorization) 

    { 

       Debug.Assert(postcondition); 

    } 

} 

We also need to note that post condition sometimes needs the old state of the object; from before the time of 

calling - in these cases, the old state must be given to the post condition to. The above example works perfectly 

if the class is immutable or has no state. Note that the Factorize class is one such class. 

5.   Architectural design patterns 

The design patterns solve frequent developer tasks. Programmers with vast experience, after solving a problem 

for many times, distilled the essence of the solutions that worked. This is how design patterns and their 

collections have born. The first of these was the GOF book. More such book followed its path. The most 

influential of these are: 

• Eric Freeman, Elisabeth Robson, Kathy Sierra, Bert Bates: Head First Design Patterns, O'Reilly Media, 2004. 

• Cay S. Horstmann: Object-Oriented Design and Patterns, Wiley, 2006. 

• Robert C. Martin: Agile Software Development, Principles, Patterns, and Practices, Prentice Hall, 2002. 

Here, we go through the patterns delineated in the GOF book. At other patterns, we note which book is it from. 

By using the patterns, we get a class structure that is easy to modify and expand, so the code will be flexible. 

The price we pay for this is the more complicated, less transparent code and the longer development time. Many 

say that it doesn‟t pay off. We should aim for the most simple solutions (see: extreme programming) and if it‟s 

needed, use code retouch to make the code more general. That‟s how we get flexible code. 

The relative complexity of design patterns come from the fact they contain classes that have nothing to do with 

real, existing object, although we learnt that an OOP class is an abstraction of reality. In the same time, these 

technological classes are needed for flexibility. The classes are hard to make up with common sense, but they 

shouldn‟t be as the best of them are available in the form of design patterns. 

The architecture is that part of a program that does not change with time, or when it does, the change is hard to 

carry out. Its difficulty can be compared to a heart of brain transplantation. 

5.1.      MVC – Model-View-Controller 

The MVC design pattern is said to be the first design pattern of all. It got its name from the names of its three 

main components: 

• Model: The layer that handles the data, the one that realizes business logic. It is responsible for the storing 

and reading of the data. It also gives place for the functions that make operations on the data. The database is 

one part of it. 

• View: This layer is responsible for the user interface, to transmit the different trammels of the user to the 

Controller. The control units planned for use by the users and the data intended for the users (in an 

appropriate form) also appears here. 

• Controller: This layer calls the fitting functions of the model according to the events of the control units, and 

in the meantime, if the data concerned in the visualization has changed, it notifies the View. 
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Figure   1  : The MVC design pattern 

The application can be split into three parts. One unit is responsible for visualization and for handling the data 

and user action in an appropriate way. This is good for us for more reasons. First of all, if we replace one of the 

pieces, the others can remain, no need to change them, we will have more time (to play during work hours. :)) It 

is easier to modify the different parts. 

The MVC‟s main innovation was that it enabled one model to have more views. All views show the inner state 

of the same model. If a button is pushed on any of the views, the event will get to the controller. The controller 

calls the appropriate method of the model. If the model‟s inner state changes due to this, the model notifies the 

views according to the observer design pattern about the change and the views need to change to. 
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Figure   2 : The MVVM design pattern 

There are more improvements to the MVC pattern. The two most well-known of these: 

• MVP - Model View Presenter: In this version, the model notifies the visualizer instead of the view when a 

change occurs. The visualizer queries the data from the model, processes it and shapes it for the view. 

• MVVM-Model View View-Model This is the improvement of the MVP, where there is the least possible 

logic in the view. The view model does every task for the view; the views only task is the visualization. 

5.2.     ASP.NET MVC Framework 

The ASP.NET MVC Framework had given an alternative for the ASP.NET Web Forms - based developments to 

develop MVC-based web applications. The ASP.NET MVC Framework is an easy and well-testable visualizer 

framework, that (just as the ASP.NET Web Forms) integrates the options of the existing ASP.NET, such as 

master pages and inbuilt user handling, namely membership provider - based identification. The bases of MVC 

are defined by the System.Web.Mvc namespace, which is a supported part of the System.Web namespace. 

The MVC is a basic software design pattern that is familiar to many developers. Some web applications are 

using the advantages of the MVC framework for a long time, while others are still using the regular post back-

based ASP.NET Web Forms system. And some others combine the advantages of both. We will later discuss 

when the MVC development mode is beneficial. 

The MVC framework contains three main components: 

• Models: The model objects are the parts of the applications that implement the logic that carries the data. The 

model objects often receive data from the database and store them in themselves. For example, a Product 

object can call down data from the database, can work with them, than it can update the Product table in the 

SQL server with the modified data. 

In the case of lesser applications, the models are of conception things than physically implemented. For 

example, if the application only reads and visualizes the data, than the model layer and the class structure 
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belonging to it is not specifically implemented. In this case, the model layer is represented by data storing 

objects only. 

• Views: The Views are the visualizer components of the user interface (UI). The UI is usually made of the data 

coming from the model layer. One such can be the editing view of the Product table, which consist of 

textboxes, buttons, dropdown menus, etc and show the actual state of the Product object. 

• Controllers: The controllers are the components that handle the user interaction; work with the model objects 

and selects the appropriate view for visualization. In a MVC application, the view only shows information; 

the controller handles and reacts to the user interaction. For example, the controller is handling the query 

string values; forward them to the model that set the appropriate database query according to the forwarded 

values. 

 

Figure   3  : The MVP design pattern 

The MVC pattern help to create applications that separate the different parts of the application (input logic, 

business logic, visualization logic) while securing a loose connection surface between the separated parts. The 

pattern also defines where each logic layer should be located in the application. The visualization or UI layer 

belongs to the views, the business logic to the controllers while the input logic belongs to the models. This 

separation helps handling the complexity while developing an application, as it allows us to study things in a 

given time from a given angle during the implementation. For example, during the development of the view 

layer, we don‟t need to bother with the operations done to the data in the business logic part, as the views are 

only used to visualize them. 

In addition, the MVC pattern makes the testing of the application easier than in a Web Forms - based 

development model. For example, in a Web Forms - based application, the same class can be responsible for the 

visualization and the user interaction. It can be difficult to write automated test for a Web Forms - based 

application, as to test an independent page, we need to instance the class of the page, all the child controllers and 

the dependent classes to. As we need so much instancing to run the page, it‟s very difficult to write tests that 

deal with the different parts of the page independently. We can declare that it‟s much more difficult to integrate 

testing to a Web Forms - based environment than to a MVC-using application. In addition, in a Web Forms - 

based environment, we need a web server for the testing. As the MVC framework separates the components and 

uses interfaces between them, it is easier to write tests to these discrete components due to the mentioned 

isolation. 
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The loose connection between the three main components of an MVC application allows parallel development. 

This means that one developer can work and focus on the views and the looks, a second on the controlling logic 

and a third one on the business logic at the same time. 

5.2.1.   When should we create a MVC application? 

We should watchfully choose when to use the ASP.NET MVC framework to develop an application instead of 

the ASP.NET Web Forms, as the ASP.NET MVC does not substitute the Web Forms model; we can use both in 

one application if we like. 

Before choosing the MVC framework instead of the Web Forms model, we should ponder their advantages. 

5.2.2.   The benefits of an MVC-based web application 

The ASP.NET MVC framework offers the following advantages: 

• It makes the development of complex applications easier by separating them into three parts: model, view, 

and controller. 

• It does not use view states and server-side forms. This makes MVC ideal for those who want total control 

over the behavior of the application. 

• It processes the request arriving to the web application through a main controller pattern and forwards them to 

the appropriate controller from here. (You can get more information about the main controller at the MSDN 

website, below the Front Controller section.) 

• It helps Test-Driven Development (TDD). 

• It works well for web application that the development team improves and supports, where the designers of 

the views need to have strong control over the behavior of the application. 

5.2.3.   The benefits of Web Forms – based applications 

The advantages of Web Forms frameworks: 

• It supports event-handling models and preserves the states in HTTP protocol, which is advantageous when 

developing a so-called “line-of-business” web application. The Web Forms - based application guarantees 

dozens of event-handlers, that we can reach from hundreds of server-controls. 

• It uses the Page Controller patters that bestow different attributes to the individual pages. More information 

about the Page Controller can be found on the MSDN website. 

• It uses view states and server-side forms that make the managing of state-handling information easier. 

• It works well for smaller developer teams, has many components to help quick application development. 

• On the whole, it‟s less complex from the application development‟s point of views, as the components (the 

Page class, the controllers) are tightly integrated and so require less coding than the MVC model. 

5.2.4.   The attributes of the ASP.NET Framework 

The ASP.NET MVC Framework offers the following functions: 

• The separation of the application‟s tasks (input logic, business logic views logic), testability and support of 

Test-Driven Development. All of the core elements of the MVC are interface-based, which allows testing 

with so called “mock” objects that imitate the actual object‟s behavior in the application. It enables unit-test - 

based testing without running the controllers through the ASP.NET procedures, so unit testing will be more 

flexible and faster. We can use any unit-test framework that is compatible with the .NET framework. 

• • It is an expendable and extendable framework. The components of the ASP.NET MVC are developed to be 

easily customizable and tradable. 
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• The URL-mapping component allows the development of such applications that have understandable and 

searchable URLs. The URLs don‟t contain file name extensions. They are search- and user-friendly. 

• Supports the use of existing ASP.NET pages (.aspx files), user controls (.ascx files) and master pages (.master 

files). We can use the existing ASP.NET powers, such as the use of nested master pages and the use of the 

server-side code inside the marking language of the ASP.NET with the help of the <%=%> expression. 

• Support of existing ASP.NET powers. The ASP.NET MVC offers the use of the inbuilt powers, such as form 

authentication, Windows authentication, user handling (membership and roles), session handling, etc. 

5.3.     Multi-layered architecture 

By „layer‟, we understand a well-separated part of the program, which can even run on a different computer. 

The layers are communicating through well-defined interfaces, but only with the layers directly below or above 

them. The layers are so loosely connected that one can be replaced without the other layers noticing it, assuming 

that it is using the same interface than its predecessor. 

The multi-layered architecture can consist of any number of layers. The more layers we have, the more flexible 

the system is, but having more layers make it more difficult to maintain in the same time. The most well-known 

multi-layered architecture is the 3-tier architecture. The three layers are: 

• User Interface 

• Business Logic 

• Database 

The User Interface is often graphical and most often referred as „GUI‟ - graphical user interface. The business 

logic is most often abbreviated as BL. The database layer is often called persistency layer and is usually referred 

as DB. 

It is a mistake to think that the three-layered architecture is just another name for the MVC pattern. In the first 

case, the UI can‟t communicate with the DB, so according to the way of communication, this is a linear system. 

Opposed to this, the MVC is triangle-shaped, as the model directly notifies the views if it‟s changing. 

The three-layered architecture is usually using three computers: 

• client 

• application server 

• database server 

The client can be „thin‟ or „fat‟ the thin client is just a web browser and web page running in it. The fat client is 

an independent application written most often in C# or Java. Both has advantaged and hindrances: 
 

Thin client Fat client 

Poor user experience. Rich user experience. 

No need for updates. No need to deliver updates to the 

user. 
Patching, release of a new version is only possible with 

an update. 

Low hardware requirements. High hardware requirements. 

Only partial access to the client computer‟s resources. Full access to the client computer‟s resources. (e.g.: 

write or read a file, etc.) 

The main drawback is the lack of user experience, but The main drawback is the cumbersome updating, but 
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this can be enriched with the AJAX technology. this can be done automatically through internet 

connection. 

It‟s easy to see that the advantages and hindrances of the two technologies are getting even. 

 

Figure   4  : The three-tier software architecture 

On the application server (in hardware-sense), in case of JavaEE platform, an application server (in software-

sense) is running. This makes the application development easier, because some server functions (e.g. load 

balancing), will be done by the application server for us. 

6.   Creational design patterns 

The task of the design patterns is to dispel the dependencies that come with the many „new‟ keywords. If we 

make our application by writing a „new Dog()‟ call anytime we need an instance of Dog, it will be difficult to 

replace later for a „new SuperDog‟ call. We get more bangs for the buck if we let the „making‟ for the creation 

patterns and create our Dogs as follows: dogFactory.createDog(). In such cases, when the requirements change, 

we only need to change the mode of creation in one place: where the dogfactory instance has been created. 

6.1.     Singleton 

It is a common task to write a class that can only have one instance. This isn‟t a problem if know the principles 

of OOP well enough. We know that an instance can be made of a class by its constructor. If there is a public 

constructor in the class, any number of instances can be created. So a singleton can‟t have public constructor. 

But if there‟s no constructor, than there is no instance that can be used to call its methods. The solution is the 

class-level methods. We can call these methods if there‟s no instance. The singleton has a class-level 

getInstance method that returns the same instance for every call. Of course, this instance must be created to, but 

the private constructor can be called by the getInstance, as it is part of the singleton class to. 

6.1.1.   Source code 

using System; 
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public class Singleton 

{ 

// static field for the single instance 

private static Singleton uniqueInstance = null; 

// private constructor to avoid instancing by the „new‟ keyword 

private Singleton() { } 

// ensures instancing for and returns the instance in the same time 

// every call will get the same 

publicstaticSingleton getInstance() 

{ 

if (uniqueInstance==null) // examines if the instance already exists 

{ 

uniqueInstance = new Singleton(); // if not, than creates it 

} 

// returns the instance 

return uniqueInstance; 

} 

} 

class Program 

{ 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

//the constructor is private, so it can‟t be instanced by the „new‟ keyword 

Singleton s1 = Singleton.getInstance(); 

Singleton s2 = Singleton.getInstance(); 

// Test: are the two instances the same? 

if (s1 == s2) 

{ 

Console.WriteLine(“It‟s the same! So there is only one instance."); 

} 

Console.ReadKey(); 

} 
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} 

6.1.2.   Thread-safe solution 

using System; 

public sealed class Singleton 

{ 

// the static constructor runs when the class is being instanced, 

// or we are referring to a static member AND under one Application Domain 

// (at given application running) it can run only once. 

private static readonly Singleton instance = new Singleton(); 

// private constructor against external „new‟ instantiating 

private Singleton() { } 

// static constructor 

// those classes that don‟t have static 

// constructor will get beforefieldinit attribute 

// in the IL code. The initiation of the static members 

// happens at the beginning of the program at once. 

// those classes that have static constructor 

// won‟t get this, 

// so the static members will get instanced, 

// when we first refer to the class, 

// so in this case, when we call for the instance. 

static Singleton() { } 

public static Singleton Instance { get{ return instance; } } 

} 

class Program 

{ 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

Singleton s1 = Singleton.Instance; 

Singleton s2 = Singleton.Instance; 

if (s1 == s2) { Console.WriteLine("OK"); } 

Console.ReadKey(); 
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} 

} 

} 

6.2.     Prototype 

The prototype design pattern‟s main technology is the cloning. The task of cloning is to create an object 

identical to the original object. Simple value assignment is suitable, because those copy only the reference of the 

object, so the two references will refer to the same place. Cloning has two types: 

• Shallow copy 

• Deep copy 

The difference is, in the case of shallow copy, we copy the references of the class in the same way we copy the 

primitive types. With deep copy, we clone the objects shown by the references of the class. Let‟s see an actual 

example: 

class Human 

{ 

private String name; 

private Human[] friends; 

public Human DeepCopy() 

{ 

Human clone = new Human(); 

clone.name = name; 

clone.friends = (Human[])friends.Clone(); 

return clone; 

} 

publicHuman ShallowCopy() 

{ 

Human clone = new Human(); 

clone.name = name; 

clone.friends = friends; 

return clone; 

} 

publicHuman ShallowCopy2() 

{ 

return (Human)MemberwiseClone(); 

} 
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} 

The shallow cloning is helped by the MemberwiseClone() method in C#, which is part of the Object class, so 

every class inherits it. That‟s why we can give two examples for shallow cloning in the above example. 

6.2.1.  Example 

We present the prototype pattern through an example: Hurray! The Hungarian car manufacture is on again! At 

least for this example. We have received an order to produce trucks, and after some brainstorming, our little 

team decides that they are in for big! If the truck manufacturing becomes successful, we will have the profit to 

buy the famous Porsche and Austin Martin brands. Thinking of the future, first of all, we create a general car 

class that has all the attributes of a four- or more-wheeled, mechanized vehicle. The big, strong truck is inherited 

from this class, and we only need to set a few special attributes. When our pockets will be filled with the profit 

of track export-import, a we finally bought the above mentioned brands, we will have an easy way with the 

implementation, as in the new class, we‟ll set the sports car top speed, reduce the size of the fuel tank and can 

start the standardized production through the factory - the limit is the sky, or the F1! The production queue is 

awaiting a prototype. It doesn‟t matter what kind of Car it gets, can create anything, as it‟s only cloning the 

prototype. Other than cloning, it can paint, but nothing else. So the factory is dumb, but effective. 

Notice that we are using shallow cloning in the example below. We have two different codes for this. If we are 

using the MemberwiseClone() method, than we only need to write the Clone() method in the parent. In other 

cases, we need to write it in every subclass. This solution can be seen in the form of notes in the below solution. 

6.2.2.   Source code 

using System; 

public abstract class Car : ICloneable 

{ 

private string _Type; 

public string Type 

{ 

get { return _Type; } 

set { _Type = value; } 

} 

private int _PassengerNO; 

public int PassengerNO 

{ 

get { return _PassengerNO; } 

set { _PassengerNO = value; } 

} 

private double _FuelTankSize; 

public double FuelTankSize 

{ 

get { return _FuelTankSize; } 
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set { _FuelTankSize = value; } 

} 

private string _Color; 

public string Color 

{ 

get { return _Color; } 

set { _Color = value; } 

} 

public Car(string type, int PassengerNO, double fueltanksize) 

{ 

this.Type = type; 

this._PassengerNO = passengerno; 

this._FuelTankSize = fueltanksize; 

} 

public object Clone() { returnthis.MemberwiseClone(); } 

public override string ToString() 

{ 

{ return Type + " " + PassengerNO + " " + FuelTankSize + " " + Color; 

} 

} 

public class Sportscar : Car 

{ 

private int _TopSpeed; 

public int TopSpeed 

{ 

get { return _TopSpeed; } 

set { _TopSpeed = value; } 

} 

public SportsCar(string t, int u, double tm, int topspeed) : base(t, u, tm) 

{ 

this.TopSpeed = topspeed; 

} 
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public override string ToString() 

{ 

return base.ToString() + " " + TopSpeed; 

} 

} 

public class Truck : Car 

{ 

private double _Capacity; 

public double Capacity 

{ 

get { return _Capacity; } 

set { _Capacity = value; } 

} 

public Truck(string t, int u, double tm, double capacity) : base(t, u, tm) { this.Capacity = capacity; } 

public override string ToString() 

{ 

return base.ToString() + " " + Capacity; 

} 

} 

public class Factory 

{ 

public Car[] manufacturing(Car g, string sz, int howMany) 

{ 

Car[] t{mp = new Car[howMany]; 

for (int i = 0; i < db; i++) 

{ 

temp[i] = (Car)g.Clone(); 

temp[i].Color = sz; 

} 

return temp; 

} 

} 
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class Program 

{ 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

//creating the prototype of the sportscar and the truck 

Car prototype1 = new SportsCar("Aston Martin", 4, 180, 220); 

Car prototype2 = new Truck("Csepel", 3, 200, 1000); 

Factory prod_queue = new Factory(); 

// makes 10 red SportsCar 

Car[] vk = prod_queue.manufact(prototype1, “Red", 10); 

foreach (SportsCar v in vk) { Console.WriteLine(v); } 

// makes 20 gray trucks 

Car[] tk = prod_queue.manufact(prototype2, “Gray", 20); 

foreach (Truck t in tk) { Console.WriteLine(t); } 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 

} 

6.3.  The Factory Method 

With this pattern, we can replace the many similar „new‟ commands in our program. The patterns describe how 

to make a creator function. In English, we often start with the „create‟ word (“készít” in Hungarian). The creator 

function returns the product given in its name, so the createDog returns a dog and the createCat returns a cat. 

This is better than the „new Dog()‟ or „new Cat()‟ constructor call, because we can encapsulate the algorithm of 

creation. The advantage of this is if the procedure of creation changes, we only need to change it at one place. 

The procedure of creating rarely changes, the question is often what needs to be created. This changes often, so 

according to the OCP principle, the child class will decide it. 

So the creator method in the parent describes the algorithm of the creation, while the child class decides what 

exactly needs to be created. To attain this, the algorithm has three kinds of steps: 

• The common steps of the creation: These are concrete methods in the parent; usually they are not virtual (or 

not final in JAVA). 

• The obligatory changing steps of the creation. These are abstract methods in the parent that the child 

overwrites to decide what to create. This is the point where the child classes call the product‟s constructor. 

• The optional steps of the creation: These are „hook‟ methods in the parent, namely, the method has body, but 

it‟s empty. These can be overwritten without breaching the OCP principle to describe the optional steps. 

The „New‟ menu option in the applications of the Office package is a good example for the creator method. This 

creates and opens a new document for every application. The opening is the same, but the creation is different in 

every case. In the case of the word processor, a new text document is created, while in the case of the 

spreadsheet application, a new spreadsheet is created. 

It is interesting to note that the abstract parent and its child classes are in an IOC (inversion of control) 

relationship. Namely, it‟s not the child that calls the methods of the parent, but the parent is the one to call the 
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child‟s. To attain this, the creator function calls abstract and virtual methods, When we will call the creator 

methods through the child class‟ instance, then - due to the late binding - instead of these methods, the ones that 

overwrites them in the child will run. 

6.3.1.  Source code 

using System; 

abstract class Qualification Factory 

{ 

public Qualification createQualification() 

{ 

// before manufacturing, this-and-that, like logging, can be done here 

return Qualifying(); 

} 

public abstract Qualification Qualifying(); 

} 

class ConcQualifFactory1 : QualificationFactory 

{ 

public override Qualification Qualifying() { return new A_ Qualification(); } 

} 

class ConcQualifFactory2 : Qualification Factory 

{ 

public override Qualification Qualifying() { return new B_ Qualification (); } 

} 

interface Qualification { void Qualifying(); } 

class A_ Qualification : Qualification 

{ 

public void Qualifying() { Console.WriteLine(“Qualified A!"); } 

} 

class B_ Qualification : Qualification 

{ 

public void Qualifying() { Console.WriteLine(“Qualified B!"); } 

} 

class Program 

{ 
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static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

QualificationFactory[] qualifier = new QualificationFactory[2]; 

qualifier[0] = new ConcualifFactory1(); 

qualifier[1] = new ConcQualifFactory2(); 

foreach (QualifFactory q in qualifier) 

{ 

Qualification qual = q.ceateQualification(); 

qual.Qualifying(); 

} 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 

} 

6.3.2.   UML figure 

 

Figure  5  : The Factory method design pattern 

6.3.3.  Practice exercise 

Make a source code according to the description below. Use the Factory Method design pattern for the solution! 

Exercise 

This morning, one of our programmers, who is usually completely sane, came out with the idea to wipe out the 

„new‟ keyword from our codes. At first, we thought that he hadn‟t drunk his coffee yet and he‟ll recover after 

one, but then we gave it another thought. Now, what does „new‟ mean for us? It means we bind ourselves to a 
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concrete class, which is not a problem until we think of the magic phrases: “program on interface” and “open to 

changes, closed to modifications”. The latest order, in which we need to work on a greased-bread franchise 

network, just came handy to try our new ideas. The wrapping must be the same on country-level, but the bread 

is sliced to different thickness in every county, there is a difference even between Pest and Buda, and we haven‟t 

talked about the different greases: goose-grease, duck-grease and the like. We create two abstract classes, one 

for the shop (factory) and one for the product (interface). In this case, this will be the Greased_Plank. We wrote 

up the wrap function in the shop to achieve the same wrapping, but we made the function of creation to be 

abstract. In brief, we entrust the thickness of the bread and the type of grease on the concrete shop. We created 

the other class for the product. Now, what does a Greased Plank need? Bread, grease, salt, onion - but even for 

bread, we can list at eight for the first try. So a shop (factory) in Nyíregyháza can make greased bread of its own 

style. If we need to make greased bread in Kecskemét, our code will look something like this: Greased_Plank 

greased_bread = KecskemetShop.createGreased_Bread(); 

7.   Structural design patterns 

The structural design patterns show how to use object compound in practice to make suitable object structures in 

runtime. 

As a quick review, we note that object compound, or in other names: HAS-A has three types: 

• Aggregation: when the object in the compound is not exclusive owner of the object containing it. 

• composition: when it‟s an exclusive owner 

• wrapping: when the owner is transparent 

7.1.     The Adapter 

The adapter design pattern is used to adapt an existing class‟ interface to our needs. The most common example 

is when we want to recycle an old class to insert it to the class hierarchy. As we need to adapt to the interface 

required by the parent, we need to use the adapter pattern. 

The old class is often called adoptee in such cases. Usually, there is composition between the adoptee and the 

adaptor, namely, the adaptor exclusively owns the adoptee. We often say that the adaptor wraps the adoptee. 

According to this, the adaptor pattern‟s other name is Wrapper. In the same time, this wrapping is not 

transparent, as the adaptor does not stretch the interface of the adoptee. 

7.1.1.  Example 

In the below example, we insert the Robot class into the Human class hierarchy with the help of the 

Robot2Human class. So the Robot is the adoptee and the Robot2Human is the adapter. We could say we would 

like to use our robot as a human. To achieve this, in the main program, we wrap the robot called R2D2 into an 

instance of Robot2Human. 

As the adapter convert one interface to the other, the class is often named like „Old2New‟. In the example, it‟s 

Robot2Human. (The „2‟ refers to the English word „Two‟, which is pronounced as the English word „To‟.) This 

is a common naming convention for the methods or classes responsible for the conversion. 

7.1.2.  Source code 

using System; 

abstract class Human 

{ 

public abstract string getName(); 

public abstract int getIQ(); 

} 
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class Teacher : Human 

{ 

string name; 

int IQ; 

public override string getName() { return name; } 

public override int getIQ() { return IQ; } 

} 

class Robot 

{ 

string ID; 

int memory; //given in MB 

public Robot(string ID, int memory) 

{ 

this.ID = ID; 

this.memory = memory; 

} 

public string getID() { return ID; } 

public int getMemory() { return memory; } 

} 

class Robot2Human : Human 

{ 

Robot roby; 

public Robot2Human(Robot roby) { this.roby = roby; } 

public override string getName() 

{ 

return roby.getID(); 

} 

public override int getIQ() 

{ 

return roby.getMemory() / 1024; // 1GB of memory = 1 IQ 

} 

} 
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class Program 

{ 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

Robot R2D2 = new Robot("R2D2", 80000); 

Human R2D2wrapper = new Robot2Human(R2D2); 

Console.WriteLine(“Name: {0}", R2D2wrapper.getName()); 

Console.WriteLine("IQ: {0}", R2D2wrapper.getIQ()); 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 

} 

7.2.     The Decorator 

The Decorator pattern is the classic example of the transparent wrapper. Its classic example is the Christmas 

tree. By putting an adornment on a Christmas tree, the tree itself remains a Christmas tree, so the adornment is 

transparent. We attain this by having both classes in the object compound originated from the same parent; they 

are of the same type. This is useful, because the adornments often change; it‟s common to have a new 

adornment. If the Decorator would be of a different type, the algorithms that process the Christmas tree will be 

more complicated. 

In the case of the decorator pattern, we start from an abstract parent. This has two kinds of children: the basic 

classes that can be decorated and the decorator classes. With the Christmas tree, the basic classes are the 

different kind of pinewoods. The decorator classes are usually organized under an abstract decorator class, but 

this is not obligatory. 

During the decorating, we need to implement all methods from the parent by calling the method of the wrapped 

instance and where it is required, we add the extra functionality. We know two kinds of decoration: 

• One is when we expand the responsibility of the existing methods. Like in the Christmas tree example. 

• The other is when we add new methods to the existing ones. Like the Java‟s stream handling, or the rent-a-car 

example below. 

In both cases, the instancing usually happens as follows: 

ParentClass instance = new DecoratorN(...new Decorator1(new BasicClass())...); 

As the wrapping is transparent, we can wrap our instance as much as we like, even twice with the same 

decorator. This results in an extremely dynamic, expandable structure, which could only be achieved by using 

many classes with inheritance. 

It‟s interesting to note that on the UML figure of the pattern, an aggregation points backwards from the 

decorator class to the parent class. This resembles the Employee-Employer relation in databases, when the 

Employee table is in a one-to-many relation with itself, where the outer key holds the Employer‟s Employee_ID 

value. 

7.2.1.  Example 

We present the Decorator pattern with the following example. Imagine that we operate a rent-a-car service on a 

race-course. In the service, we rent more kind of cars, usually racing cars. It can happen that we expand the 

stock with new cars. We are prepared for this, so we create a basic car class first, that contains information about 
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the rentable cars (name of manufacturer, name of model, the duration of renting counted in rounds, the fee of 

renting). Sometimes, there are sales to please the costumers, and it changes if a car is available for renting or 

not. The addition of the extras was made possible by the implementation of the Decorator pattern. The basic 

decorator class, that does the wrapping, is derived from the basic car class. The concrete decorator classes only 

have to deal with the expansion of the functions. Once we decorated a car as „available for rent‟, it is waiting it‟s 

renter to drive it out to the raceway. The sales are again realized with decorator classes. It‟s easy to see that if 

we need to expand our stock with new cars or new sales, we can effortlessly do it by adding new, concrete car 

and decorator classes. 

7.2.2.  Source code 

using System; 

public abstract class VehicleBase// basic class, with given functionalities 

{ 

public abstract string Make { get; } 

public abstract string Model { get; } 

public abstract double HirePrice { get; } 

public abstract int HireLaps { get; } 

} 

public class Ferrari360 : VehicleBase// a concrete car 

{ 

public override string Make { get { return"Ferrari"; } } 

public override string Model { get { return"360"; } } 

public override double HirePrice { get { return 100; } } 

public override int HireLaps { get { return 10; } } 

} 

public abstract class VehicleDecoratorBase : VehicleBase// the decorator class 

{ 

private VehicleBase _vehicle; // HAS-A connection, this is what we wrap 

public VehicleDecoratorBase(VehicleBase v) { _vehicle = v; } 

public override string Make { get { return _vehicle.Make; } } 

public override string Model { get { return _vehicle.Model; } } 

public override double HirePrice { get { return _vehicle.HirePrice; } } 

public override int HireLaps { get {return _vehicle.HireLaps; } } 

} 

public class SpecialOffer : VehicleDecoratorBase// concrete decorator class 

{ 

public SpecialOffer(VehicleBase v) : base(v) { } 
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public int Discount { get; set; } 

public int ExtraLaps { get; set; } 

public override double HirePrice 

get 

{ 

double price = base.HirePrice; 

int percentage = 100 - Discount; 

return Math.Round((price * percentage) / 100, 2); 

} 

} 

public override int HireLaps { get { return (base.HireLaps + ExtraLaps); } } 

} 

public class Hireable : VehicleDecoratorBase 

{ 

public Hireable(VehicleBase v) : base(v) { } 

public void Hire(string name) 

{ 

Console.WriteLine(“you have rented type {0} {1} for {2} {3}$-ért {4} rounds.\r\n", 

Make, Model, name, HirePrice, HireLaps); 

} 

} 

class Program 

{ 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

Ferrari360 car = new Ferrari360(); 

Console.WriteLine(“Basic Ferrari360:\r\n"); 

Console.WriteLine(“Base fee: {0}, number of base test rounds: {1}\r\n\r\n", car.HirePrice, car.HireLaps); 

SpecialOffer offer = new SpecialOffer(car); 

offer.Discount = 25; 

offer.ExtraLaps = 2; 

Console.WriteLine(“Special offer:\r\n"); 
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Console.WriteLine(“Fee of special offer: {0}, for {1}$\r\n\r\n", offer.HirePrice, offer.HireLaps); 

Hireable hire = new Hireable(car); 

hire.Hire("Bill"); 

Hireable hire2 = new Hireable(offer); 

hire2.Hire("Jack"); 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 

} 

7.2.3.   UML figure 

 

Figure   6  : The Decorator design pattern 

7.2.4.  Practice exercise 

Make a source code according to the description below. Use the Decorator design patter for the solution! 

Exercise 

No one should tell me that the life of a programmer is boring. He does the same things in his free time as 

everybody else. Even in his work, he can get interesting assignments. And we have received one recently: we 

had to make a bike shop. In our mind‟s eye, we already saw the starry bikes trundling up and down in the salon. 

Cleverly, or rather „Object Oriented‟, we created an abstract class and called it Bike base, and derived the 

Bike21gears, Bike_with_bell, Womens_Bike classes of it. These classes know the price of the concrete bike. 

Time has passed, and following the will of our customers, we used class names like: 

Bike_with_Bell_21gears_AluFrame_MudguardInfront_Sale. A nice one, is it? Now we felt that it won‟t make 

it, not to mention that the number of classes we had resembled a demographic boom. After having a long 

council, we had to admit, we have to throw out nearly all of the code, except for the first, abstract Bike_Base 

class. In this, we wrote a two abstract functions we the fields appertaining to them and named them 

getDescription and Price. The concrete Bike inherited from this, but we needed some other components, like 

bell, switch, mudguard, etc. So we created a new abstract class that we called Bike_Decorator, and it‟s also the 
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child of the Bike_Base class. The concrete parts are derived from the Decorator, which only know their own 

prices, but their Price function and constructor is written in a way they add the price of the part that calls them to 

their own price. Namely, we buy a bike and then wrap it with a mudguard, than with a bell and so on. That‟s 

why this pattern is called Wrapper. When we satisfied all demands, we call the price function of the last part, 

which call the next part‟s price with its own, and at the end, we the full price of the set-up. 

Task 

Make a coffee drink program that shows the operation of the Decorator. From the task‟s point of view, only the 

price and the components of the coffee counts (like sugar, sour-cream, milk, etc.) The program should take into 

account the conformation of the price. The task is to decorate the initially empty, bitter, black coffee! 

7.3.     The Proxy 

The proxy design pattern gives an example for a very simple composition, which is furthermore a transparent 

wrapping. The proxy own an instance that is interesting (expensive, far, severely vulnerable, etc.) for some 

reason. This interesting object is not available from the outside; its services can be used only through its proxy. 

In the same time, the outside world thinks that it reaches the interesting object directly, as the proxy wraps the 

object transparently. Due to the transparency, the proxy and the interesting object has the same parent. 

There is much kind of proxies, according to why the substituted object is interesting, for example: 

• Virtual proxy: To substitute objects with high resource needs (like an image) by postponing the instantiating, 

while it‟s possible. Word processors use this to load pictures. If we quickly turn over a document, the pictures 

do not load (its loading is postponed), only their place is there. 

• Far proxy: The visualization of a far object in a transparent way. The client does not notice that the actual 

object is on another machine, while the network connection stands. This is used by remote method invocation 

- RMI. 

• Protective proxy: Access in controlled according to the different rights. 

• Clever reference: the simple reference is substituted in cases when further operations are required at the time 

of accessing the object. 

• Cache: When there are expensive calculations (downloads count here to), it worth storing their results in a 

cache, which is again a kind of proxy. 

7.3.1.   Source code – Example 1. 

using System; 

class MainApp 

{ 

static void Main() 

{ 

// We create a proxy and call for a service 

Proxy proxy = new Proxy(); 

proxy.Call(); 

Console.ReadKey(); 

} 

} 

// The interface is common for the RealObject and the Proxy, that is required for the pattern to work. 
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abstract class InterestingObject { public abstract void Call(); } 

// the real work “object” 

// the real object that the proxy hides 

class RealObject : InterestingObject 

{ 

public override void Call() 

{ 

Console.WriteLine(“Call the RealObject.Call() method"); 

} 

} 

// The 'Proxy' class 

// contains a refersnce to the real object, to be able to reach it. 

// regulates the access to the real object, its task can be 

// the creation and the deleting too. 

class Proxy : InterestingObject 

{ 

private RealObject realObject; 

public override void Call() 

{ 

if (realObject == null) { realObject= new RealObject(); } 

realObject.Call(); 

} 

} 

7.3.2.   Source code – Example 2. 

using System; 

using System.Collections.Generic; 

abstract class Factorial 

{ 

public abstract long fact(int n); //counts n factorials 

} 

class FactorialCache : Factorial 

{ 
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class RecursiveFactorial : Factorial // embedded class 

{ 

public override long fact(int n) 

{ 

if (n == 0) return 1; 

return n * fact(n - 1); 

} 

} 

Dictionary<int, long> t = new Dictionary<int, long>(); 

RecursiveFactorial f = new RecursiveFactorial(); 

public override>long fact(int n) 

{ 

if (t.ContainsKey(n)) return t[n]; 

long value = f.fact(n); 

t.Add(n, value); 

return value; 

} 

} 

class Program 

{ 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

Factorial f = new FactorialCache(); 

Console.WriteLine(f.fact(20)); 

Console.WriteLine(f.fact(10)); 

Console.WriteLine(f.fact(20)); 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 

} 

7.3.3.   Practice exercise 

Make the source code according to the description below. Use the proxy design pattern for the solution! 

Exercise 1. 
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Rewrite the above source code in a way that every partial solution gets into the cache. During the recursion, 

check if the desired partial solution is in the cache. Compare the running time of the different solutions! 

Exercise 2. 

Is there anyone who doesn‟t know those automatons that gives funny little things after inserting a coin? The 

maintainer of the network appeared at our company with the desire to check the status of the machines (like, 

how many balls are still in) through the internet. During the execution meeting, one of our colleagues told us 

that on a team-building he attended, around the evening‟s campfire, a long-bearded, wise and somewhat old 

programmer told him; the proxy is just for such tasks. Specialists‟ books, internet and it came to light that the 

old man was right. From this point, an easy way has led to the execution. Naturally, we started by creating the 

abstract classes. First of all, we had to write the interface that will be used by the proxy and our little automaton 

to find a common language. So the HowmanyBalls() and HowmuchMoney() abstract function got into this class. 

From the specialists‟ books we learnt that the returning value must be seriaziable because of the network traffic. 

After this, the proxy was implemented; its task is to pass the client‟s request (the boss‟ order) to the automaton. 

What really goes through is the name of the called function and its occurring argumentum. The real hard work 

will be done by the automaton (RealSubject), as only he knows how many balls have surprises for the passers-

by. It calls the HowmanyBalls() function and the returned result is passed to the Proxy, which proudly presents 

it to the client. In this case, of course, we shouldn‟t forget about execution to, as if we send something through 

the network, it is not sure it will get there. 

8.   Behavioral design patterns 

In the center of the behavioral design patterns are the algorithms and the responsibilities ordered to the objects. 

These patterns, past the system of classes and objects, describe the communications and responsibilities between 

them. The behavioral patterns use composition instead of inheritance. 

8.1.     State 

Goal: Makes the change of an object‟s behavior possible when it‟s state changes. Example: The TCPConnection 

class represents a network connection; it can have three states: Listening, Established and Closed; the enquiries 

are handled according to the state. 

We use it, if 

• the object‟s behavior depends on its state, it‟s behavior must be changed during runtime according to its state, 

or 

• The operations have huge conditional branches that depend on the object‟s state. 

Edges: 

• The state-dependent behavior is encapsulated, so introducing new states is easy. 

• The code is more transparent (there is no huge switch-case) 

• The State object can be shared. 

Hindrances: The number of classes is increasing (use it only in justified cases) 

8.1.1.  Example 

The State machine design patters is showed through the following example: Our task is to create a very simple 

audio player. The player must work as follows: If the player is on stand-by, the play button is ineffective and the 

audio source button starts the playing of the mp3 file. While playing the mp3, the stop button, well, stops the 

playing and the audio source button enables listening to the radio. If the mp3 playing is paused, pressing the 

play button continues the playing, while the audio source button again enables listening to the radio. While 

listening to the radio, the play button changes frequency, while the audio source button toggles stand-by mode. 

We use the State Machine to achieve the above described functioning. We create the audio player class, which 

has an inner state and a play and audio source method. We create a basic state class to, which we will use later 

to derive the needed states and can be the states of our player. How our player reacts to the play and audio 
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source buttons depends on the different states, so these are defined in these states, just as the state transitions. 

The advantage of this method is that it is easy to expand our player with new states and by this, new functions. 

8.1.2.  Source code 

using System; 

///<summary> 

/// State/State Machine behavioral pattern 

/// media player 

/// two buttons 

/// four states 

/// the behavior of the two buttons is different according to the four inner states 

/// there will be a: State 

/// Play button 

/// Audio source button 

/// State changes: 

/// States: stand-by, mp3 playing, mp3 pause, radio listen 

/// Playing: stop-paused, start-play, next station 

/// Audio source: mp3 play, radio play, radio play, stand-by 

///</summary> 

public class AudioPlayer 

{ 

private AudioPlayerState _state; // the inner state is stored here 

public AudioPlayer(AudioPlayerState state) { _state = state; } 

public AudioPlayerState SetState 

{ 

get { return _state; } 

set { _state = value; } 

} 

public void PressPlay() { _state.PressPlay(this); } 

public void PressAudioSource() { _state.PressAudioSource(this); } 

} 

public abstract class AudioPlayerState// state representation 

{ 

// pressing the two buttons 
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public abstract void PressPlay(AudioPlayer player); 

public abstract void PressAudioSource(AudioPlayer player); 

} 

public class StandbyState : AudioPlayerState// stand-by state 

{ 

public StandbyState() { Console.WriteLine("StandBy"); } 

public override void PressPlay(AudioPlayer player) 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("Play pressed: no effect"); 

} 

public override void PressAudioSource(AudioPlayer player) 

{ 

player.SetState = new MP3PlayingState(); 

} 

} 

public class MP3PlayingState : AudioPlayerState// mp3 listen state 

{ 

public MP3PlayingState() { Console.WriteLine("Playing MP3"); } 

public override void PressPlay(AudioPlayer player) 

{ 

player.SetState = new MP3PausedState(); 

} 

public override void PressAudioSource(AudioPlayer player) 

{ 

player.SetState = new RadioState(); 

} 

} 

public class MP3PausedState : AudioPlayerState// the paused mp3 state 

{ 

public MP3PausedState() { Console.WriteLine("Paused MP3"); } 

public override void PressPlay(AudioPlayer player) 

{ 
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player.SetState = new MP3PlayingState(); 

} 

public override void PressAudioSource(AudioPlayer player) 

{ 

player.SetState = new RadioState(); 

} 

} 

public class RadioState : AudioPlayerState// the radio syate 

{ 

public RadioState() { Console.WriteLine("Playing Radio"); } 

public override void PressPlay(AudioPlayer player) 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("Switch to next Station"); 

} 

public override void PressAudioSource(AudioPlayer player) 

{ 

player.SetState = new StandbyState(); 

} 

} 

class Program 

{ 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

AudioPlayer player = new AudioPlayer(new StandbyState()); 

player.PressPlay(); 

player.PressAudioSource(); 

player.PressPlay(); 

player.PressPlay(); 

player.PressAudioSource(); 

player.PressPlay(); 

player.PressAudioSource(); 

Console.ReadLine(); 
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} 

} 

8.1.3.   UML figure 

 

Figure   7  : The State design pattern 

8.1.4.  Practice exercise 

Make the source code according to the description below. Use the State design pattern for the solution! 

Exercise 

One day, one of our colleagues went to the coffee vendor machine for a refreshing drink and after a few 

minutes, he came back seeing red and with the machine‟s program in his hands. For our questions, he told us it 

was not the first time when the machine took his change but didn‟t give coffee, so he thought that something is 

wrong with its program. We started analyzing the software, which was full of IFs embedded into each other 

(these changed the inner states when change was put in or it was out of coffee, etc). At that moment, we knew 

that there is a better solution for that. First, we called a graphic artist, who drew us and then drew the possible 

inner states (no change, change is in, etc.) of the machine in a state diagram. We certainly saw that the 

machine‟s behavior have to change in each state (if there is no change in it, it‟s not allowed to give coffee, while 

when there is change in it, it should at least give something dark and fluid. So we could make an interface for 

the states. From this class, we made the factual states into different classes. Basically, the machine is in the “no 

change” state (class), but when we put some coins in, it‟s changing its state (class) to a “change is in” type. 

Since we have written the program, we don‟t even need change to get coffee. ;) 

8.2.     Observer 

In case an object changes, it makes possible to notify other objects without knowing anything about them. Its 

parts: 

• Subject: stores the registered observers, offers an interface to register observers in/out or to notify them. 

• Observer: Defines an interface for the objects that would like to be notified about the changes in the subject. 

The „update‟ method is used for this. 

We know two types of observer execution: 

• “Pull” observer: In this case, the observer pulls the changes from the subject. 

• “Push” observer: In this case, the subject pushes the changes to the observer. 
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The difference between the two is in the parameter of the „update‟ method. If the subject passes itself by an 

„update(this)‟ call to the observer, than the observer can query the changes through this reference. So, this is the 

“pull” version. 

If the subject passes the fields that changed and were observed by the observer to the update method, we are 

talking about the “push” version. We can see an implementation of the later in the example below. 

8.2.1.   Source code 

using System; 

using System.Collections.Generic; 

public interface ISubject 

{ 

// the registering of the observer 

void registerObserver(IObserver o); 

// the deleting of the observer 

void removeObserver(IObserver o); 

// it is called to notify the observers 

// when the Subject‟s state has changed 

void notifyObservers(); 

} 

public interface IObserver 

{ 

// the values that the observers get from the Subject, push-solution 

void update(float temp, float humidity, float pressure); 

} 

public interface IDisplayElement 

{ 

// we call it when we would like to show the display element 

void display(); 

} 

// the Subject interface is being implemented 

public class WeatherData : ISubject 

{ 

// we add a list that contains the observers 

private List<IObserver> observers; 

private float temperature; 
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private float humidity; 

private float pressure; 

public WeatherData() 

{ 

// the list containing the observers is being created 

observers = new List<IObserver>(); 

} 

public void registerObserver(IObserver o) 

{ 

// when an observer registers in, we simply add it to the list 

observers.Add(o); 

} 

public void removeObserver(IObserver o) 

{ 

// when an observer would like to register out, it‟s simply deleted from the list 

int i = observers.IndexOf(o); 

if (i >= 0) 

{ 

observers.Remove(o); 

} 

} 

// here, we are talking about the state of the observers 

// as they are all observers, they have an update() method, so we can notify them 

public void notifyObservers() 

{ 

for (int i = 0; i < observers.Count; i++) 

{ 

IObserver observer = (IObserver)observers.ElementAt(i); 

observer.update(temperature, humidity, pressure); // this is push 

// observer.update(this); // this is pull 

} 

} 
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// when we get the updated values from the Weather Station, 

//we notify the observers 

public void measurementsChanged() 

{ 

notifyObservers(); 

} 

// setting the values to be able to test the display elements 

public void setMeasurements(float temperature, float humidity, float pressure) 

{ 

this.temperature = temperature; 

this.humidity = humidity; 

this.pressure = pressure; 

measurementsChanged(); 

} 

// other methods 

} 

// the display implements the Observer, 

//so it can receive changes from the WeatherData object 

// and further, it implements the DisplayElement, as 

//every display element has to implement this interface 

public class CurrentConditionsDisplay : IObserver, IDisplayElement 

{ 

private float temperature; 

private float humidity; 

private ISubject weatherData; 

// the constructor gets the weatherData object (the Subject) and we use it to 

// register the display as an observer 

public CurrentConditionsDisplay(ISubject weatherData) 

{ 

this.weatherData = weatherData; 

weatherData.registerObserver(this); 

} 
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// when the update() is called, we save the temperature and the humidity 

// then the display() is called 

public void update(float temperature, float humidity, float pressure) 

{ 

this.temperature = temperature; 

this.humidity = humidity; 

display(); 

} 

// The latest results are shown 

public void display() 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("Current conditions: " + temperature + "F degrees and " + 

humidity + "% humiiity"); 

} 

} 

public class WeatherStation 

{ 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

// we create the weatherData object 

WeatherData weatherData = new WeatherData(); 

// we create the display and give it the weatherData 

CurrentConditionsDisplay currentDisplay = 

new CurrentConditionsDisplay(weatherData); 

// simulating new weather measurement values 

weatherData.setMeasurements(80, 65, 30.4f); 

weatherData.setMeasurements(82, 70, 29.2f); 

weatherData.setMeasurements(78, 90, 29.2f); 

Console.ReadKey(); 

} 

} 

8.2.2.   UML figure 
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Figure   8  : The Observer design pattern 

8.2.3.  Practice exercise 

Create the source code according to the description below. Use the Observer design patter for the solution. 

Exercise 1. 

Transform the example code above into a „pull‟ Observer. 

Exercise 2. 

Our company received the honorable task of programming a pirate ship, and after weeks of coding, it was 

floating nicely on the water, but had a minor problem. Namely, the scout sitting in the crow‟s-nest on the top of 

the mainmast doesn‟t have a radio - as it wasn‟t invented at that time - so every time somebody went through 

under, they had to shout him if he sees rich loot to plunder or enemies to avoid. The poor scout‟s throat has 

become so dry he had to drink a barrel of rum till noon. To help the problem and save the rum, we made up the 

following: anyone who wants the news (observer) bind a rope to his hand (registerObserver()) and throws the 

other end up to the scout (subject). When the scout sees anything notable, he yanks the ropes (notifyObservers()) 

and shouts the news (update()) to the below gathered “observers”. Anyone who is no longer interested in the 

news can pull down her rope from the crow‟s-nest (removeObserver()). 

8.3.     Template Method 

The Template Method is a design pattern that is used when we have a general receipt and we can make similar 

products based on it. The classic example is the tee and the coffee, which we will talk about in detail. The 

Template Method pattern is often compared to the strategy pattern, with the following sentence: 

• Strategy: We do the same, but in a different way. 

• Template Method: We do something different, but in the same way. 
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The receipt can have three kinds of steps: 

• Obligatory and common: whatever is made with the receipt, this step is always the same, 

• Obligatory, but not common: whatever is made with the receipt, this step is required, but is different in every 

case, 

• Optional: this step is not always required. 

These are realized by programming as follows: 

• The obligatory and common steps are methods, that are concrete in the parent and their overwriting is usually 

not allowed. Like the water boiler method in case of a hot drink machine. 

• The obligatory, but not common steps are abstract methods in the parent, and are realized in the child classes. 

Such as the sugaring in case of a hot drink. 

• The optional steps are hook methods in the parent, namely, they have bodies, but it is empty. These methods 

are virtual, so anyone who wants can overwrite them. 

As the child class needs to implement each and every abstract method, these are obligatory. But it‟s also true 

that the implementation can even be empty. The hook methods have implementation, but it‟s empty, it does not 

need to be overwritten, but can be without violating the OCP principle. That‟s why these are optional steps. The 

hook methods have to be declared virtual in C#. 

The receipt itself is the Template Method. It often happens that only this methods is public, all the other 

methods - the steps of the receipt - are private or protected (according to the overwrite rights of the child). This 

is needed to retain the order of the steps in the receipt. 

In theory, the template method is an algorithm, in which the steps are the same, but the content of the steps is 

different. If a new step comes in, it will usually be a hook method. 

Notice that the abstract parent and child classes are in an IOC (inversion of control) relationship, like in the 

Factory method. It‟s the same here: not the child calls the methods of the parent, but the parent calls the child. 

This is achieved by having the template method call abstract and virtual methods. When we call the Template 

Method through the instance of the child class, due to the late binding, instead of these methods, the child‟s 

methods will run that overwrites them. 

8.3.1.   Example 

We demonstrate the Template Method through an example: Nothing is better than returning costumers – and we 

have one! The greased bread shop from the Factory Method example has returned! The business went so good 

that they have started to sell coffee and tea to. Two colleagues have started the work; one got the tea, the other 

the coffee as their tasks. There was calmness in the office till the evening, when the tea-colleague suspected the 

coffee-colleague with stealing the code from him. We took a look and their code was really quite similar, like, 

both had a „boil_water‟ and „pouring‟ function. These things happen the same way in both cases. More power to 

your elbow! Take them into one abstract class called „drink‟. The steps of making (functions: boiling, pouring) 

were put into a function called „make‟, so no one can interchange them, so pouring the water is not possible 

before boiling it. With the next idea, we put the addition of the materials here to, and we even made a „cook‟ 

function to make this entire mass whole. Both previous functions are abstract, as these will be finished by the 

factual class, as the coffee needs milk and sugar, while the tea needs lemon. Now we only had to create the 

factual Tea and Coffee classes where the implementation of the „cook‟ and „sweeten‟ (which occasionally sours) 

function was the task. While going home, we still heard the two colleagues arguing: “Whatever! You still stole 

the code from me!” The next day came the idea of putting rum into the tea. For the time being, this is an 

optional and we don‟t use it as our boss hasn‟t come round. Maybe in the winter! 

8.3.2.   Source code 

using System; 

public abstract class Drink 
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{ 

public void make() 

{ 

//This function doesn‟t get the virtual attribute to be able to keep the order. 

water_boiler();// obligatory and common step 

cook(); // inversion of control, as the child‟s cook method will run 

sweeten(); // obligatory and not common step 

rum(); // optional 

pouring(); 

} 

private void water_boiler() // obligatory & common step 

{ 

// this doesn‟t need to be overwrite able to 

Console.WriteLine("Water is boiling: 98..99..100c"); 

} 

protected abstract void cook(); // Have to be a factual class. 

protected abstract void sweeten(); // Obligatory & not common steps. 

protected virtual void rum(){} // This is a hook, an optional step. 

private void pouring() // obligatory & common step 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("I pour the drink into a lovely chinaware cup\n"); 

} 

} 

public class Tea : Drink 

{ 

public override void cook() 

{ 

// this needs to be worked out as we cook tea differently than coffee 

Console.WriteLine("Hanging and dunking the teabag"); 

} 

public override void sweeten() 

{ 
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Console.WriteLine("some sugar and lemon, according to your taste"); 

} 

} 

public class Coffee : Drink 

{ 

public override void cook() 

{ 

// this needs to be worked out as we cook tea differently than coffee 

Console.WriteLine("Scald the coffee to get a good Turkish coffee."); 

} 

public override void sweeten() 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("some sugar and milk according to your taste"); 

} 

} 

class Program 

{ 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

Drink tea = new Tea(); 

Drink coffee = new Coffee(); 

tea.create(); //due to late binding, the Tea‟s „cook‟ and „sweeten‟ functions runs 

coffee.create();//due to late binding, the Coffee‟s „cook‟ and „sweeten‟ functions runs 

Console.ReadKey(); 

} 

} 

8.3.3.  Practice exercise 

Create a source code according to the description below. Use the Template Method design patter for the 

solution! 

Exercise 

Complete the code below! Write the lacking methods and the main program! You have to decide which step is: 

• common & obligatory, 

• obligatory, but not common, 
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• Optional. 

The part of the code: 

abstract class CookieBaking 

{ 

public void recipe() 

{ 

pastryKneading(); 

putFilling(); 

intoOven(); 

sugarOntop(); 

} 

private void pastryKneading() //it is given as a help 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("I knead the pastry."); 

} 

// write the missing methods 

} 

class CurdyCookieBaking : CookieBaking 

{ 

// write the missing methods 

} 

class MarmaladeCookieBaking : CookieBaking 

{ 

// write the missing methods 

} 

8.4.     Strategy 

Goal: We define algorithm-families, separate the algorithms and make them interchangeable. With help of the 

Strategy pattern, we can select from the algorithms independently from the client. 

Sphere of application: 

• We have classes that are only different in their behavior. With the help of the Strategy pattern, we can clothe 

our class with one of the many behaviors. 

• We need different variations of an algorithm. We can use the Strategy pattern if we implemented these 

algorithms in class hierarchy 
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• The algorithm uses data that the client doesn‟t need to know about. The Strategy pattern helps avoiding the 

unfolding of complex, algorithm-specific data. 

• A class defines many behaviors, which appear as conditions in its operations many times. 

8.4.1.   Source code 

using System; 

public abstract class CoffeeStrategy 

{ 

public abstract void CoffeeMaking(); 

} 

public class WeakCoffee : CoffeeStrategy 

{ 

public overlide void CoffeeMaking() 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("You made a weak coffee. If you are only tired a bit."); 

} 

} 

public class NormalCoffee : CoffeeStrategy 

{ 

public override void CoffeeMaking() 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("You made a normal coffee. For an average day."); 

} 

} 

public class StrongCoffee : CoffeeStrategy 

{ 

public override void CoffeeMaking() 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("A strong coffee. For long and tiring days."); 

} 

} 

public class CoffeeMachine 

{ 

private CoffeeStrategy_coffeeStrategy; 
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public void CoffeeSelection(CoffeeStrategy k) 

{ 

this._coffeeStrategy = k; 

} 

public void CoffeeMaking () 

{ 

this._coffeeStrategy.CoffeeMaking(); 

} 

} 

class Program 

{ 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

CoffeeMachine automata = new CoffeeMachine(); 

automata.CoffeeSelection(new WeakCoffee()); 

automata.CoffeeMeking(); 

automata.CoffeeSelection(new StrongCoffee()); 

automata.CoffeeMaking(); 

automata. CoffeeSelection(new NormalCoffee()); 

automata. CoffeeMaking(); 

Console.ReadLine(); 

} 

} 

8.4.2.   UML figure 
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Figure   9  : The Strategy design pattern 

8.4.3.  Practice exercise 

Write the source code according to the description below. Use the Strategy design pattern for the solution! 

Exercise 

What an honor! The Hungarian F1 team called upon us to make a program that selects what driving style should 

the drivers use in different weather conditions. We did our job according to the severity of the task. The code 

was ready and instead of watching the TV, we projected the code to admire our well-done job. Our creation was 

full of switches and if-else-if branches that called different driving style functions according to the weather 

condition. There was a faint growling of satisfaction in the dark room, when someone shouted: I read that if 

there are many conditions in a code, check if you can use a Strategy for it. Unfortunately, the boss was there to, 

so the game was up. We started with the usual abstract class, we named it Driving_Strategy. This has an abstract 

function, the Drive, which describes the technique. The factual classes born of this like the 

Slippery_Road_Strategy or the Sunny_Weather_Strategy. These classes work out the best style in their Drive 

function. We lacked only one class, the Pilot, which has a StyleSelection function, which expects a 

Driving_Strategy instance as parameter. Our Pilot‟s other function is the Racing. This calls the set strategy‟s 

Drive function. On the day of the race, we create a Pilot instance with an appropriate Driving_Strategy, call the 

Racing function and on Sunday‟s afternoon, we contentedly watch as it wins the race. 

9.   Testing 

9.1.   The theory of testing 

Testing is done to find the existing errors in software before deployment, so the product‟s quality and reliability 

is improved. It is sure that there are errors in the software as it is developed by humans and humans err. Think 

about how many errors had to be fixed even in the simplest software – like a text menu handling – before it 

became operable. So, we can be sure that there is error before testing, but how could we know if there are errors 

left after the testing? After testing, we can say that there is no error in the tested part of the software, so the 

program‟s reliability is improved. These even shows that the functions the users will use most often are the ones 

that had to be tested. The above statements are summarized in the principles of testing below: 
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1. Testing notifies the presence of errors: testing can reveal that there are errors, but can‟t reveal the lack of 

errors. In the same time, it improves the quality and reliability. 

2. A perfect test is not possible: every input combination can‟t be tested (even a 10 long string has 256^10 

variations) and doesn‟t worth trying. Only the parts with high risk and priority are tested. 

3. Early test: It worth starting the testing in the earliest phase of the product‟s lifetime, as the earlier we find an 

error (in the specification, for example) the cheaper it is to fix it. This means not only the software can be 

tested, but the documentation to. 

4. Group of errors: we have a limited time for testing, so it must be concentrated on the modules where the 

errors will most likely appear or inputs where the software will likely fail (the extremes). 

5. The Pesticide Paradox: if we run the same test cases during re-testing (see regression test later), after a while, 

these will not result in more errors (as the pesticides adjust to the test). So the tests need to be expanded now 

and then. 

6. Testing depends on the circumstances: An application for a nuclear power station is tested differently than a 

hand-in. Testing is done differently if we have 10 days for testing or one night. 

7. The delusion of the flawless system: We fixed the errors in the software for nothing if the customer is not 

satisfied, if it doesn‟t fill the needs. So useless software doesn‟t worth testing. 

9.1.1.   Testing techniques 

Testing techniques can be grouped by the information used to create test-cases. According to this, we can talk 

about: 

• Black-box (or specification-based) testing, when test-cases are based on the specification. 

• White-box (or structural) testing, when the test-cases are based on the source code. 

• Grey-box testing, when only part of the source code is known and test-cases are based on this partial 

information. 

Black-box testing is the one when the tester doesn‟t see the source code, but has the specification. White-box 

testing is the case when the source code is available, and in the case of Grey-box testing, only some parts of the 

source code, usually a few interfaces, are available. 

Black-box testing is also called specification-based testing, as it is based on the specification. In the same time, 

to run the tests, the compiled software is needed. The most common case is when we know what output should a 

program give for a certain input. We run the program for the given input and compare the output with the 

expected. This is used, for example, on the ACM competitions. 

White-box testing is also called structural testing, as we always test a ready structure, a part of the program‟s 

code for example. In the case of the structural test, we can speak of (structure) cover. The cover shows the 

percentage of the structure that can be tested with the current test-cases. Usually, the following structures are 

tested: 

• lines of codes, 

• branches, 

• methods, 

• classes, 

• functions, 

• Modules. 

For example, the often-used unit-test is the structure test of methods. 
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9.1.2.   The levels of testing 

The levels of testing are the following: 

• component test, 

• integration test, 

• system test, 

• acceptance test. 

The component test only tests one component of the system in itself. The integration test tests the cooperation of 

two or more components. The system test tests the whole system, all the components together. The first three 

test levels together are called developer tests, as they are done by the developer company‟s employees. During 

the acceptance test, the users test the finished system. They are usually in the same time order. 

The component test tests the independent parts of the system and the source code is usually known (white-box 

testing). Common types: 

• unit-test, 

• module test. 

The unit-test, or unity test, tests the methods. We know the method‟s return value (or side effect) for given 

parameters. The unit-test examines if the return values matches the expected. If yes, the test is successful, in 

other cases, it is a failure. It is an expectation that the unit-test itself can‟t have side effects. 

Unit-testing is supported by nearly all modern programming environments (integrated development 

environment, IDE), so it‟s quite easy to write such tests. Their significance is their running is supported to, so 

after a change, we can simply run all the unit-tests and ensure that the change didn‟t cause any errors. This is 

called the regression test. 

The module test usually tests the non-functional attribute of the module, for example it‟s speed, the possibility 

of memory leak or the presence of bottlenecks. 

During the integration test, the interfaces between the components, the interface between the operating system 

and the system and interfaces towards other systems are being tested. The most well-known types of integration 

tests: 

• Component-Component integration test: the test of interaction between components after the component test. 

• System – System Integration test: the test of interaction between the system and other systems after the 

system test. 

The integration test is looking for errors that arise during the joint. As the different parts are developed by 

different developers or teams, the inadequate communication between them may lead to serious errors. One of 

the common problems is when a programmer assumes something (e.g., the method only receives positive 

numbers as parameters), and the other one doesn‟t know about this (e.g., call the mentioned method with a 

negative number). These errors can be avoided if design by contract planning is used. 

The integration tests worth advancement to the earliest time possible, as the greater the measure of integration 

is, the more difficult it is to find the exact location of the (usually runtime) error. The complete opposite, 

namely, testing only when all the components are ready, is called the “Big Bang Test” and it‟s quite 

venturesome. 

The system test tests the full-blown software product, if it fits the: 

• requirement specification, 

• functional specification, 

• system plan. 
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The system test is usually a black box test. It is often done by an independent testing company, instead of the 

developing company, where the developers might be lopsided. In this case, the communication channel between 

the testers and the developers is a bug tracking system. The system test‟s task is to verify if the software 

products fits all the specifications. E.g., if the requirement specification says that the software must be able to 

create a report about the annual trade, than the testers try if it can do it and if it does it properly. If they 

encounter any errors, they put it into the error reporting system. 

It‟s important to have an environment that‟s as similar as possible to the live system that the software will be 

used on to be able to find the environment-specific errors. 

The acceptance/takeover test, similarly to the system test, tests the whole system, but it is done by the end users. 

The most well-known types of acceptance tests are the following: 

• alpha test, 

• beta test, 

• user acceptance test, 

• operational acceptance test. 

The alpha test is the final product‟s test at the developer company, but it isn‟t done by the developer team. One 

part of this is, when a small application generates millions of random mouse clicks to test if the software can 

bear the pressure and won‟t die. 

Then the beta test follows. It is done by a narrow group of end users. In connection with computer games, it‟s 

common to give the product to some fanatic gamers, who will play a lot with it during a short time. In exchange, 

they are asked to report the errors they encountered. 

A wider beta test follows, which is called end user acceptance test. In this case, all or nearly all end users get the 

software and start using it in the live system. It is installed and being used, but still not in production. The goal 

of this test is to ensure that the product will be safely useable in keen environment. Here, the main function are 

all expected to work, but some environment-dependent errors may arise which didn‟t in the test environment. 

(E.g., the slowness of a function, etc.) 

Only the operational acceptance test is left now. Here, the system operators check if certain safety functions 

(saving and reloading, etc.) are operating properly. 

9.2.     V-model 

The V-Model (or Vee Model) got its name from the two legs and it‟s similarity to the letter „V‟. One of its legs 

is the same as the waterfall model. This is the developing leg. The other leg contains the tests of the products 

coming into existence. This is the testing leg. The steps on the same level in both legs belong together, so a 

testing step uses the document created during developing or tests the product made during developing. By this, 

the prescribed developing and testing steps are the following: 
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Figure   10 : The V-model 

The V-model is the waterfall model extended with testing. It means that the steps of development must be done 

first, and then comes the steps of testing. If any of the tests find an error, the developers have to return to the 

appropriate development step. 

The V-model, similarly to the waterfall model, is very strict, but its users don‟t hold to this strictness that much 

as the users of the waterfall model. It‟s no surprise that it‟s more pervading. Its main feature is the central role of 

the test. 

So the waterfall model is: 

• linear, 

• structured, 

• well documented, 

• heavy-weighted, 

• test oriented. 

In a typical V-model version, we survey the demands first and make the requirement specification. This is done 

by business consultants/analysts, who can think with both the heads of the procurers and the heads of the 

developers. There are clearly defined acceptance criteria in the requirement specification, which can be 

functional and non-functional. This will be the base of the User Acceptance Test (UAT). The requirement 

specification itself is being tested. It is thoroughly reviewed by the users with the help of the business 

consultants, if all of their requirements are covered by the document. This is an important part of the model, as it 

is not possible to go backwards in the procedure and if the requirement specification is incorrect, the final 

software product won‟t cover the requirements. Contrarily, some prototypes may have sloppy demands surveys, 

as it will be refined during the prototypes. 
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Then next is the creation of the functional specification that describes how the software should work. This will 

be the base of the system test. If the functional specification says “When clicking on the BUY button, the total 

price of the items in the cart must be shown” then in the system test, there will be some test cases that test this 

function. E.g., if the cart is empty, the price must be zero. 

The next step is the system plan that says what components, classes, methods and databases are used to make 

the different functions. This will be one base of the component test. The system plan also describes how the 

different components work together. This will be the base of the integration test. 

This is followed by the implementation, based on the system plan. One or more unit tests are needed for every 

method. These are based on the implementation and the system plan. The bigger units, classes, main- and sub-

function must be the subject of a component test that is based on the implementation and the system plan. 

If we are successfully through all the previous things, the next step is the integration test, which is based on the 

system plan. If we encounter problems at this step, we have to go back to the other leg of the V-letter, to the 

system plan. We check if the error is in the system plan or rather in the implementation. If it‟s needed, we 

change the system plan, than the implementation. 

The integration test is followed by the system test, based on the functional specification. Accordingly, if an error 

is encountered, we go back to the other leg of the V, so we step back to the creation of the functional 

specification. If it‟s okay the acceptance test follows, based on the requirement specification. Hopefully, we 

won‟t encounter any errors here, as if we do; we have to start the whole project again from the beginning, which 

is equal to a failed project. 

If the requirements don‟t change during the development and testing, this is a very useful, mature, supported 

methodology. If we suspect the change of requirements during the development process, it‟s wiser to choose an 

iterative or agile methodology instead. 

9.3.   The testing activity 

Testing doesn‟t consist of writing and running tests. The most common testing activities are the following: 

• creation of test plans, 

• creation of test cases, 

• preparation for the execution, 

• execution of the tests, 

• examining the exit conditions, 

• evaluating the results, 

• creation of reports. 

The test plan is an important document which describes what and how to test whit what goal. The test plan is 

usually part of the system plan, most commonly belonging to the quality assurance (QA) part. The test‟s goal 

can be: 

• to find the errors, 

• to increase reliability, 

• to prevent errors. 

The developer test‟s goal is usually to find as much errors as possible. The acceptance test‟s goal is to increase 

the trust in the software‟s reliability. The regression test‟s goal is to prevent that the changes are making errors 

in the other parts of the system. 

To create a test plan, it‟s not enough to know the goal, it‟s also needed to know what to test, how to test and 

when is a test successful. For this, we need to be familiar with the following ideas: 
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• The subject of the test: the part of the system, which we test. This can be the whole system. 

• Test base: All the documents that contains the requirements about the subject of the test. 

• Test data: Data that is used to call the subject of the test. It is usually known what value should the subject of 

the test give back or what kind of behavior should it produce. This is the expected return value or expected 

behavior. The real return value or behavior is compared to the expected. 

• Exit condition: With all the tests, we decide in advance when the test can be considered closed. This is called 

the exit condition. The exit condition is usually that all test cases run successfully or the critical parts are 

covered in 100%. 

The test plan describes the subject of the test, collects the covered requirements from the test base and defines 

the exit condition. Usually, the test plan doesn‟t contain the test data; those are defined by the test cases. In the 

same time, the test plan often contains the test cases. 

The test cases describe what test data should be used to drive the subject of the test and what is the expected 

return value or behavior. To define the test data, we usually set the so called equivalency-classes. The same part 

of the software runs for each unit of this class. There are other methods to, that we will talk about later. 

To execute the test cases, we need a test environment. When making the test environment, we have to be careful 

to create it as similar as possible to the live environment that runs at the end user. During the preparation, we 

can also write test scripts that help the automating. 

During the execution of the tests we lead a test log. Here, we put in what steps we executed and what result we 

got. The test must be repeatable if we follow the test logs. If we find an error, we fill in the error report by the 

test logs. 

After running the test, we have to examine if the exit condition has been successfully fulfilled. For this, we 

compare the expected solution written in the test case to the real result in the test logs, based on the exit 

condition. If the exit conditions are met, we can go on. If not, then either the subject of the test or the exit 

condition is faulty. We modify the exit condition if needed. If the subject of the test is faulty, we alert the 

developers through the error reporting system. We continue the test until all exit conditions are met. 

We can make further test based on the results of the previous ones. We can decide to find more errors that 

resemble an error we have already found. This is usually suggested by the test plans. We can decide that a 

component doesn‟t worth testing any further, but another one needs a more thorough investigation. These 

decisions belong to the management of the test. 

Last but not least, we create a report. We have to be careful here as many programmers feels that they are being 

criticized if the testers find errors in his code. He feels that his programming skills are vague and worries about 

his job. So the testers are open for unwanted attacks. To avoid this, the report shouldn‟t be personal and it‟s not 

obligatory for the boss to know whose code contained errors. Errors can be blamed on the short development 

time and the high amount of pressure. It worth emphasizing the common goal of both the testers and the 

programmers: to develop high quality, errorless software products. 

9.3.1.    Testing plan 

The first step of testing is to plan it. For this, we need a test plan. The test plan‟s goal is to collect the 

information needed for the testing, so the tests can be organized and written. 

The first step of the test plan is to identify the requirements, the amount of testing and its role in the system 

development process. After collecting the requirements, we need to create a document in which it is written. 

In the next step of test planning, we give priorities for the different test cases and define the testing strategy. By 

testing strategy, we define the different testing tools we will use in the testing process. 

For each use case, we define the test cases, in which we set the valid and invalid values for the test case. The 

testing procedure is identified for every use case. We also plan test cases for non-functional requirements. 

9.3.2.     Test model, case, procedure 
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The test model shows the test cases, the test procedures and the relations between these two. The test model‟s 

goal is to show what will be tested and how it will be tested. 

A test case is a set of input values, execution conditions and expected values, which is developed to verify a 

given testing procedure. 

The testing procedure is a detailed set of commands used to set up, execute and evaluate the results of a given 

test case. The goal of test procedure‟s description is to identify and communicate the information needed by the 

tester to set up, implement and execute the test cases. 

Description of the testing procedure: 

• Steps: a set of steps that follow each other, showing what moves and activities should the actor do during the 

test case. 

• Input values: the input values of the actor‟s moves and activities are used to produce the test cases. 

• Expected values: the set of expected values is given at each and every step. 

• Verification method: the techniques the tester should use in order to compare the expected values with the 

values produced by the test. 

The testing procedures can be represented by activity diagrams. 

9.3.3.     Test scripts 

By test scripts, we mean such set of commands, that can be carried out by the computer and automate the 

execution of the testing procedure. The test scripts can be generated by testing devices can be programmed 

manually or can be done by the combination of the two. 

9.3.4.     Data testing 

Contrary to the tests that record the events done by a user during the testing of a function, data testing is based 

on the input data, for example, into a given textbox; we try to automatically enter more, different data. We do 

this until we get a runtime error or reach the pre-determined test-number. In case of a runtime error, we can use 

the error log made by the program to backtrack what the error was. 

9.3.5.     Creating a Unit test 

We can use VisualStudio to create a Unit Test. We have to go through the following menus for this: Test -> 

New Test… -> Unit Test Wizard –> the selection of the method we want to create the unit test for. 

A unit test example, that we generated by the above procedure for the max(int a, int b) method that returns the 

maximum values: 

[TestMethod()] 

publicvoid maxTest() 

{ 

Program target = new Program(); // TODO: Initialize to an appropriate value 

int a = 10; // TODO: Initialize to an appropriate value 

int b = 20; // TODO: Initialize to an appropriate value 

int expected = 20; // TODO: Initialize to an appropriate value 

int actual; 

actual = target.max(a, b); 
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Assert.AreEqual(expected, actual); 

} 

The values of the two fields and the expected return value have been set manually. 

10.   Tools 

10.1.    Modeling devices 

In this chapter, we present applications that help the creation of models required for the system plan. These 

devices are mostly capable of creating UML figures. 

10.1.1.     Enterprise Architect 

With the help of the Enterprise Architect application, we can create UML figures. Unfortunately the software in 

not free opposite to the StarUML application for example. In the same time, its conformation is logical, mostly 

fulfills the articulation from the previous chapter: exploring business procedures, analyzing needs, specifying 

functions, creating a system plan, testing, implementation and maintenance. 

In the following subsections, we demonstrate how Enterprise Architect can be used to create the main UML 

diagrams. 

10.1.1.1.    Use Case 

You can see a simple use case below. It demonstrates the creation of a Content Manager System or a Wiki page. 

The actor called administrator wishes to create a new wiki page and blog. Before doing anything, the 

authorizing actor verifies if he has the rights to do this. After the verifying by the verifying actor is complete and 

passed, the administrator actor can create the desired content. The actor can create a personal Wiki page (or 

blog) that has two types: normal and editor blog. The creation of the use case can be followed in the attachment: 

 

 

Figure   11  : A use case diagram 

10.1.1.2.    Activity Diagram 
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You can see an activity diagram below. It must be created inside the Business Process Model. The use cases 

define what the system should know, the activity diagram answers the „how‟ question. Any kind of action can 

be inside (e.g. calculation, a behavior of some kind, etc.) As our example shows, we can use the activity diagram 

to model the creation of a blog entry. The activity diagram is used to model business processes. 
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Figure   12  : An activity diagram 

In many cases, the activities can concern many participants. Like users with different roles or business processes 

grouped by authority. These are the cases when we use partitions. The different partitions show what groups are 

responsible for the different side-activities. The activity diagram below demonstrates a business process divided 

into such partitions. 

 

Figure   13  : An activity diagram with partitions 

We demonstrate the creation of the two figures above in videos: 

 

 

As you can see, it can be quite time-consuming to create figures as simple as the ones above. 

10.1.1.3.    Sequence Diagram 

It demonstrates the interactions between the different parts of the system, introduces the participants the 

messages going between them in timely order. Take a look of the sequence diagram of the above described use 

case. 

By the different arrows, we can give the timely order and type of the message. The arrows are the following: 
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• Synchrony: 

• Return: 

• Simple: 

• Asynchrony: 

In Enterprise Architect, the Logical View is used to create the sequence diagram. See the attached video to 

follow the steps of creation: ( 

 

 

Figure   14  : A sequence diagram 

10.1.1.4.  State machine 

By the state machine or state diagram, we can illustrate what states are the machine is going through and what 

state transitions it is using during the solution of the problem. It gives what state an object changes into another 

from state due to a happening. There are two special states: the starting state and the finishing state. Every state 

diagram must have these two. 

The following figure shows a login page where you can try to log in three times. If wrong data is given and the 

limit of three is reached it gives an error message, if it‟s not reached, it allows another try. If correct data is 

given, the user enters his/her profile page. The realization of this can be followed in the following video: ( 
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Figure   15  : The state machine of a login page 

10.1.1.5.    Class Diagram 

The creation of a simple class diagram is shown in the attached video ( 
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Figure   16  : A class diagram 

A class diagram is a static model that describes all the classes in the system and the relations between them. This 

type of diagram is created for the developers and not for the users. It is usually used to demonstrate the physical 

and logical architect of the system. In Enterprise Architect, it must be created inside the Class Model. 

10.1.2.     StarUML 

The StarUML is an open source, free software. This program is used to create UML figures to. In this note, we 

only set out two of its significant features. The first one is the ability to create source code out of the class 

diagrams. The second one is the option to insert design patterns from a pre-defined collection. 

10.1.2.1.  Creating source code from class diagrams 

Creating source code out of class diagrams: 

1. Start the StarUML application. We can choose of five options. The difference between them is the folder 

structure we get at the beginning. The five options: 

a. 4+1 Views Model 

b. Default Approach 

c. Rational Approach 

d. UML Components Approach 

e. Empty Project 

2. Choose the „Default Approach” view. In this case, the following folders appear in the Model Explorer: 

a. <<useCaseModel>> Use Case Model 

b. <<analysisModel>> Analysis Model 

c. <<designModel>> Design Model 

d. <<implementationModel>> Implementation Model 

e. <<deploymentModel>> Deployment Model 

3. Open the „Design Model” folder, and click on the Main icon inside. “Class”, “Aggregation” and all the other 

visual elements necessary to create a class diagram should appear in the Toolbox window. 

4. Create a class diagram. If we don‟t have any ideas, just insert a design pattern based on the following short 

description. 

5. Make a C# source code out of the class diagram. For this, we need to do the following steps: 

a. Model menu -> Profiles… menus. The Profile Manager window appears. 

b. Click on the C# Profile, than on the „Include >” button, than the „Close” button. 

c. Tools menu -> C# menus -> Generate Code… menus. The C# Code Generation window appears. 

d. Click on the Design Model, than implicitly do the “Next – Next” part. 

6. The generated C# files can be developed further. 

We can similarly create C++ and Java code out of the class diagrams. This method, when we create our 

program‟s shell out of designing software, is called MDA, Model Driven Architecture and approach. 

This approach is complete if we can easily lead the changes in the source code back to the model. For this, our 

modeling tool need to support a method called reversed engineering, when the class diagram and some other 
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UML figures are created based on the source code. According to sources on the internet, the most suitable 

application for this task is the designing tool called BOUML. 

10.1.2.2.  Inserting design patterns 

Inserting design patterns from a pre-defined collection: 

1. Start the StarUML application as noted above. Click on “Main” inside the “Design Model” folder. 

2. “Tools” menu -> “Apply Pattern…” menus. The window called “Apply pattern” should appear. 

3. Here, open the „Pattern Repository” and the „GoF collection” inside. Now, we can see the well-known 

design patterns. 

4. Choose one from the list and do the usual “Next -> Next -> Apply” procedure. 

It‟s a good practice to look for errors in the inbuilt figures. For example, at the Singleton design pattern, it is not 

noted that the Instance() method (that should rather be called GetInstance() method) must be static. In the same 

time, these errors can be fixed, as the StarUML is an open source application. 

Another very interesting option is the mixing of the design patterns. For example, we can say that the Client 

class of the Command pattern must be a Singleton. To achieve this, we need to create a Command pattern first, 

than when the Singleton pattern is being created, in the „Pattern parameter” window (after the first Next) we can 

set which class should be Singleton. 

11.  Conclusions 

The programming technologies subject leads the audience to high-level use of object oriented programming, but 

it‟s more than that: it gives an outlook, an approach. The approach favors the simple, but easily augmented 

programs. Many consider such codes to be “clean code”. The clean code is easy to read, well maintained and 

easy to change. 

In this train of thoughts, we - again - reached the change of the code. The most important experience of 

programmers is the fact that the code always changes. We are developing a program, we need to keep in mind 

that sooner or later, the code will change, and these changes will be done by another programmer. Due to this, it 

worth using design patterns that are understood and seen through all over the world. 

The biggest weapon of planning for change is the separation of concerns. This principle says that what can be 

separated, worth to be separated. That‟s why we separate the class and its changeable method in the strategy 

design pattern or the event and the event handler in the observer design pattern. 

The more concrete formulation of the separation of concerns is the SRP, which is the most accepted design 

principle nowadays. SRP says a module can have only one reason for change and if it has more reasons, it (the 

module, which is usually a class) should be separated into smaller modules. 

Due to size concerns, some subjects are out of this note. These are the following: 

• Logging 

• Aspect oriented programming 

• Agent-based programming and the visitor design pattern 

We write a short summary about all of the above in the hopes of expending these in details a later edition. 

11.1.  Logging 

The logging is the process of making log entries while the program is running to be able to say what caused the 

problem if the program terminated with a runtime error due to an unexpected error. We can‟t count on the user 

to clearly tell what he or she has done, what caused the problem. Instead of this, we need to lead a detailed log 

to be able to investigate the cause of the error. 
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Usually a blog entry is made at the beginning and at the end of a method, be we can bracket even every 

assignment with logging. It‟s a habit to use logging levels that can be set in the configuration file. On the first 

level, we only log the main events, on the second level, the programs main life cycle can be traced from the 

logs, on the third level, we create a log entry at every method call, while on the fourth level, and a log entry is 

created for each and every assignment. 

We have to interpret logging as it would be our only tool instead of tracing. What we usually watch while 

tracing must be logged! 

The log files are usually large and hard to handle with a normal word processor. It worth watching them with 

special text viewers called tail programs. 

If we are watching the log with a tail and a new entry is created, it appears at once. We can assign colors to 

certain words, for example, the word „error‟ is usually red, and so it easier to find what we are looking for. A 

simple tail program is the BareTail, but there are many other up to par and free tail programs out there. 

Log entries are usually created with the use of the Log4J package in Java. It‟s an appache.org project that is 

accepted widely and can be considered an industry standard. The appache.org projects are in general high-

standard ones. 

In C#, we use the inbuilt Trace class, which is in the System.Diagnostics namespace. The simple example 

program below creates a log file named C:\Temp\log.txt and in the same time, writes every log entry to the 

console to. We achieve this by adding two TraceListeners to the Trace. Note: it‟s discernable that there is an 

observer design pattern between the Trace and the TraceListeners. 

using System.Diagnostics; 

class Program 

{ 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

TraceListener t1 = new TextWriterTraceListener(@"C:\Temp\log.txt"); 

TraceListener t2 = new ConsoleTraceListener(); 

Trace.Listeners.Add(t1); 

Trace.Listeners.Add(t2); 

Trace.TraceInformation("Logging started"); 

// todo: useful part 

Trace.TraceInformation("Logging ended"); 

Trace.Flush(); 

} 

} 

It‟s important to note, due to the TraceInformation, the entry only gets into a buffer that is only emptied when 

it‟s full or the Trace.Flush command was given. So it‟s worth setting the AutoFlush option. 

It worth to know about logging that it slows the running of the program, but it is still a required thing to do, as if 

any errors appear at the costumer, a good log file worth every money. 
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The final note is, in case of critical systems, like a cash-register system, the log must be prepared to use it for 

restoring the last consistent state. More on this can be learn from the Memento design pattern, which is not dealt 

with in these notes. 

11.2.  Aspect oriented programming 

The basic thought of aspect oriented programming is to use clean classes, classes that are not polluted by 

logging, authority-handling and other tasks that come and go everywhere. For a simple example, let‟s take 

logging, which is a widely used example in many notes. 

Logging must be done in the Student class and in the Course class to. This shows that logging is an aspect. 

Aspects are tasks that must be done in every, or at least in many classes with different responsibilities. These are 

called crosscutting concerns. 

The aspects should be organized separately to get clearer classes. If we think of clear classes, the POJO concept 

of Java comes into my mind. This is the abbreviation of Plain Old Java Object. Java programmers use this in the 

meaning of a class that does not have a JEE (Java Enterprise Edition) - specific code fragment. Thinking this 

further, it can be used as no logging or any other “infection”. 

The concepts of Aspect-oriented programming: 

• Aspect: This is where crosscutting concerns should be outsourced to. 

• Weaving: The process used to weave the aspects into the program. 

• Join point: These are the points where the aspects can be weaved into the program. We usually weave the 

aspects to the program before and after a method. 

• Pointcut: These are the places where we organize the aspects and join points together, namely, which aspect 

should be weaved into the program at which join point. 

The weaving itself has more methods, depending on when the aspects get into the code of the program: 

Weaving during compilation: 

• the aspect gets into the source code, 

• the aspect gets into the intermediate (byte) code. 

Weaving during runtime: 

• the aspect gets into the intermediate (byte) code. 

If the aspect gets into the source code, it can be solved with a simple pre-compiler. The modern systems 

nowadays weave the aspects into the intermediate code. 

Below, we show how is it possible to program aspect-oriented in C# with the help of the PostSharp kernel: 

using PostSharp.Aspects; 

using System.Diagnostits; 

[Serializable] 

public sealed class TraceAttribute : OnMethodBoundaryAspect 

{ 

private readonly string category; 

public TraceAttribute(string category) 

{ 
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this.category = category; 

} 

public string Category { get { return category; } } 

public override voidOnEntry(MethodExecutionArgs args) 

{ 

Trace.WriteLine(string.Format("Entering {0}.{1}.", 

args.Method.DeclaringType.Name, args.Method.Name), this.category); 

} 

public override voidOnExit(MethodExecutionArgs args) 

{ 

Trace.WriteLine(string.Format("Leaving {0}.{1}.", 

args.Method.DeclaringType.Name, args.Method.Name), this.category); 

} 

} 

public class UsefulClass 

{ 

[Trace("Useful")] 

public void UsefulMethod1() 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("Something useful"); 

} 

[Trace("USeful")] 

public void UsefulMethod2() 

{ 

Console.WriteLine("Something very useful"); 

} 

} 

class Program 

{ 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

Trace.Listeners.Add(new TextWriterTraceListener(Console.Out)); 
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UsefulClass useful = new UsefulClass(); 

useful.UsefulMethod1(); 

useful.UsefulMethod2(); 

} 

} 

The above code will only work if the PostSharp system is added to the VisualStudio and the project. 

This little example code shows that we can create a new aspect by inheriting a class from the 

OnMethodBoundaryAspect class. Of course, it‟s possible to inherit from other base class, but we don‟t deal with 

those this time 

The new class must be serial able, which is marked with the [Serialable] attribute. The class we created is 

essentially an attribute, so the name of the class must be in the XYZAttribute form and the XYZ can be used as 

an attribute. In our case, the place of XYZ is taken by Trace. The Attribute can have parameters, which is 

showed by the fact that the constructor has parameters. In this case, it has one parameter. 

Inside the aspect, we create the join points by methods starting with “On”. This time, we write two: the OnEntry 

and the OnExit methods. What we put into the OnEntry will run before the filtered methods, and of course, what 

is put into the OnExit will run after. 

The pointcut in this case is the Trace attribute. OnEntry will run before the method, where we write this, while 

OnExit will run after it. In this case, logging happens. Just think over how easy it is to handle logging this way! 

The weaving happens automatically when the project is compiled. The PostSharp system compiles the aspects to 

the intermediate code. 

11.3.  Agent-based programming and the visitor design pattern 

The Agent-based programming is the alternative of the client-server architecture. The client-server architecture 

worked well in practice, but there are problems with it sometimes. In cases, when a count that must be done by 

the client needs a lot of data from the server, but the result of the count itself is negligible, the agent-based 

programming works better. 

In the client-server architecture, data is moving between server and client. Contrarily, in the agent-based 

programming, the executing program moves between two machines. This executable code is called the agent. 

The agent starts from the client with some special task. It arrives to the server. With the data it found there, it 

does its work, memorizes the result and then returns to inform it‟s mandatory on the client about the result. 

Let our task be to know how many minutes long is the brand new blockbuster movie! We have two options: 

We download the movie from a service provider and after we got it, we check how long it is. This is the classic 

client-server solution. 

Write a short script, upload the script to the service provider‟s server, the script checks how long the movie is 

and returns the value. This is very similar to the agent-based programming with the difference that we don‟t 

need to start the agent remotely; we only need to send it and when it arrives it starts automatically. 

It‟s visible that the second solution comes with much lower network traffic, so the advantage of agent-based 

programming is clear. In the same time, this method is far from being rife, as who would want to run some code 

from outside to run on his/her server. These codes can easily be malicious. 

The solution is the use of the sandbox. On the server, we create a sandbox, which is essentially a virtual server 

with its own resources, read-only files and small r/w storage. The sandbox can get 10% of the CPU and the 

memory at best and sometimes restarts, so the stuck agents don‟t cause further problems. 
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Everything is allowed in the sandbox, except for one thing: leaving the sandbox. It‟s allowed to run around, 

stampede or even fight, but it‟s not allowed to throw things at the parents sitting on the side of the sandbox. 

The design pattern for the agent-based programming is the Visitor.This design pattern is used when we have a 

well-made data structure (a binary tree, a list, a queue or a stack), that is not supposed to change in the future, 

but the algorithms processing the data structure often change. In such cases it worth separating the data structure 

and the processing methods. The data structure only needs an „accept‟ method, which accepts the visitors. The 

code of the accept method is always the same: v.VisitXY(this); where XY is the data structure where the 

accepted method is realized. 

In this way, it‟s easy to write a new Visitor, but beware if the data structure changes, all the codes of the visitors 

must be updated. This is the drawback of the Visitor design pattern. 

In the Visitor design pattern, the data structure is the server, the Accept method is the sandbox and the Visitor is 

the agent. 

It‟s not easy to understand this design pattern for the first look, but if we write one or two Visitors beside the 

existing Sum and Max, for example, the Min or the ToString visitor, we can easily pick up the way the design 

pattern works. 

public abstract class BTree 

{ 

BTree left, right; 

public BTree Left { get { return left; } } 

public BTree Right { get { return right; } } 

public BTree(BTree left, BTree right) 

{ 

this.left = left; 

this.right = right; 

} 

public BTree() : this(null, null) { } 

public abstract void Accept(Visitor v); 

} 

public class Tree : BTree 

{ 

int number; 

public int Number { get { return number; } } 

public Tree(int number, BTree left, BTree right) : base(left, right) 

{ 

this.number = number; 

} 

public override void Accept(Visitor v) 
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{ 

v.VisitTree(this); 

} 

} 

public class Leaf : BTree 

{ 

int number; 

public int Number { get { return number; } } 

public Leaf(int number) : base() 

{ 

this.number = number; 

} 

public override void Accept(Visitor v) 

{ 

v.VisitLeaf(this); 

} 

} 

public abstract class Visitor 

{ 

public abstract void VisitTree(Tree f); 

public abstract void VisitLeaf(Leaf f); 

} 

public class SumVisitor :Visitor 

{ 

int sum = 0; 

public int Sum { get { return sum; } } 

public override void VisitTree(Tree f) 

{ 

sum += f.Number; 

if (f.Left != null) f.Left.Accept(this); 

if (f.Right != null) f.Right.Accept(this); 

} 
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public override void VisitLeaf(Leaf f) 

{ 

sum += f.Number; 

} 

} 

public class MaxVisitor :Visitor 

{ 

int max = int.MinValue; 

public int Max { get { return max; } } 

public override void VisitTree(Tree f) 

{ 

if (f.Number> max) max = f.Number; 

if (f.Left != null) f.Left.Accept(this); 

if (f.Right != null) f.Right.Accept(this); 

} 

public override void VisitLeaf(Leaf f) 

{ 

if (f.Number> max) max = f.Number; 

} 

} 

class Program 

{ 

static void Main(string[] args) 

{ 

BTree tree = new Tree(5, new Leaf(8), new Leaf(3)); 

SumVisitor sumv = new SumVisitor(); 

MaxVisitor maxv = new MaxVisitor(); 

tree.Accept(sumv); 

tree.Accept(maxv); 

Console.WriteLine("The sum of numbers in the tree: {0}", sumv.Sum); 

Console.WriteLine("The highest number in the tree: {0}",maxv.Max); 

Console.ReadLine(); 
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} 

} 


